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"What makes the game is the graphics - large, witty,

bizarre and beautifully animated . . . each screen has

something remarkable, and horribly difficult puzzles

. . . Dynamite Dan is not just another Miner surrogate

and is at least as essential to your collection."

Popular Computing Weekly.

48K Spectrum/Spectrum + £6.95

Maxwell House, Worship Street, London EC2A 2EN. Tel 01 -377 4600

Trade orders to: Purnell Book Centre, Paulton, Bristol BS18 5LQ. Tel 0761 413301
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HOT GOSSIP

THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF WALT

DISNEY

;phews Huey. to guide him on His trave

ana Louie - the final around the forest. There ai

the game. ten objects to collect, eac

iusIy as this game is object belonging to

)nly carry one objec

being Winnie the Pooh in the climbing

Donald Duck's Playground, course, i

Commodore 64 and will be causing !

iwey and game is very ente

undies by provided that you
er problem Itheyte

ie will take enythinj

The game has stunning With all tour jobs, Donald Piglet,

graphics and immense selects the amount of time he That's

payability. It involves Donald wishes to work and on com- the Pooh,

i and Dime shop, tumi

,
miss ng cost around the £ 1 4.00 mai

Oh well That wraps it ud <oi tr

feeling a little rumbly in my month - but watch out f

i little better after a little two DYNAMITE |

Store and the Amfluack
swings and slides to tram- •a,™ "."".,»', 3
have seen (he light and you July issues ol virtually all

reported lasl issue. TheyCommodore user maga-

on the James Bond game.

shortly see Konami games To set the record straight

,

exclusive two months agoll

• Sorry folks! Apparently So please don t bother the

are burning (he candle at Commodore are NOT offer-

release in the UK. They both ends these days! The Ins free disc drives or



> HOT

id worked hard lor this.

his was the big

I had spared no physical

agonies In my preparation. I

had run the marathon (back-

wards), done high altitude

training on the root, ripped
joysticks In halt and endured
the final tesl, THE BURN. I

thought I had done enough,
but boy was I WRONG!
Summer Games tfislt — Ihe

spoils challenge!
The game starts with Ihe

traditional lighting ot Ihe
Olympic Flame and Ihe
release ol a High I of doves.
You are then laced with a

can play all, some or even
just 01

initially. Dugh ;

SUMMER
GAMES

II

There are eight events In

all and, unlike olher Olympic
games, the joystick waggling

emphasis Is i timing and

Let me stress that all eight
events are quality Items,
although I will concentrate
on my favourite lour — Triple

Jump, Javelin, Rowing, and
Cycling.

The Triple Jump Is mean.
You have to waggle the
joystick up and down to build

up speed On Ihe run up and
push the joystick to the right

al the three crucial steps.
This sounds easy, but your
timing has to be immaculate
to make the jump successful.

II you fall, your athlete falls,

sprawling in Ihe sand. He
then picks himself up —
head down In shame!

The Javelin event is

superb. The animation In this

Mission with true to
inertia built in! You have to
press the fire button In time
wilh Ihe athlete's running
steps lo increase pace. As he
approaches the line, you
push the joystick to Ihe loll.

his arm goes back and he will

release the javelin when you
release Ihe joystick. Simple
bul beautifully effective.

Rowing really tests your
liming — you hava lo push
the joystick left and right in

relation lo your rower's move-
ments. If you. liming is spot
on then you will stroke lhat

much more ellectively and
cover the distance a lot

faster. Again, great graphics
and a Irue quality arcade feel.

The really gruelling event

This event la very hard to
master. To move your cyclist,

you must push the joystick In

one of eight directions as
indicated by an arrow on the

Ihe stick in the right direction

at the right lime, you will pick

As you pick up speed, so
the arrow moves faster and

crucial to survive.

I had my doubts about the
Equestrian even Is. Could
Epyi really deliver on a horse
riding game? Yes, they could!

Very skillful liming Is

essential lo leap the fences
correctly. Any falls and
knocked fences earn you
penalty points. If you get too
many penalties, you are dis-

qualified. Superb animation
once ag:

'

thai you can pul Ihe bar al

whatever starling height, you
wish. Asia standard,you get
three attempts lo clear the
heigh I.

Fencing Is llnnicky lo play

and some real dedication is

score as many points as
possible. Considering Ihe

complexities of such a sport

II has been translated well to

Ihe 84.

Finally Ihere is Whitewater
Kayaking. This is really hard
lo play!! The water gurgles
merrily away as you light

wilh the currant to get your
kayak through the 15 galas.
Your man can paddle for

conlrol but Ihe current lakes
over al the slightest lapse. If

you fall to pass through a
gale, you gel penalty points

penalties at the end.
Olher features in the game

allow you lo load the events

and play any game from the

two packages combined.
There Is a high score table on
Ihe disc version I have, and
you can select the number ol

joysticks you wish lo use.

The closing ceremony Is

stunning. It has the Jelman
flying In from the distance
and Ihe Infamous Blimp
dirigib oiling

messages, 1

there is a firework display.

Well, what else could there

Epyx have Winter Games
under development at
present and, if it is half as
good as Ibis game, they have

Summer Games II will be
sold in the UK by US Gold



'These are even crazier
than Iam, Folks!"i

"My two bijoux
choice-ettes"
1. Frankie goes
to Hollywood
by Ocean.
A lab game featuring^
the intergalactic

megahunks
themselves.

2. Mad. Doctor
by Creative Sparks.

Fiendishly clever!
A game crammed
with gunk and gore
(and othernaughty bits)

This month's
MicroGamer

zanyprogram

by Melbourne House

for two combatants, involving

ires such as kicks, feints, and

blocks. By outwitting opponents, and gaining

complete control over yuur body, you can

change from a cuddly kitten into a Tenth Dan.

Spectrum 4SK, Amstrad,

Commodore 64. £9.95

I THORN EMI Computer Software
International Micro Software Division



by Superior Software

The object is to retrieve diamonds from an

underground cave system, using maps and

passwords. But look out! Ferocious reptiles

are lurking just around the comer. (Yuk!)

BBC Electron. £9.95

by Virgin

The player, alias Rockin' Rodney delivers
:;:""

'
'

i' : r: :;::. :.-.. :.'. :
i

-

must test the* danceability by blasting trie

people ot Funky Town to their feet.

Stupendously fab soundtrack includes Baker

Street and Electnc Avenue

Commodore 64 £8.95

s mystery
r makes his own
n review...

by Creative Sparks

A mad survival chase game, with the player

as night watchman In a toy factory, pursued

by crazed clockwork ducks. (I know
the feeling].

Spectrum 48K £2.50

DESERT BURNER
by Creative Sparks

iRser" iiiimer is a pc.vertul road bike

caoabie of megasonic speeds. The rider has

to deliver crucial weapon plans, but there are

enemies attacking and traps to evade.

Skilful, huh?

Spectrum 48K £2.50

AVIEWtMKITX
by Domark

The name is Bond, James Bond. The game is

t d tear through the 3D streets of Pans.

escape from a raging inferno, then save the

wo'ld from a ghastly time bomb (and the

Ouran Duran soundtrack!)

Commodore 64
Spectrum 48K £10.99

MAO DOCTOR
by Creative Sparks

As Mad Doctor, in (his blood-curdlingly evil

game, the player must create new life nut ol

freshly killed body parts. If he arouses the

villagers' suspicions, they'll kill him. A light

touch on the scalpel is required.

£8.95

SMMIfFIRE
by Beyond

The player has a 100 minutes of real time to

rescue Ambassador Kryxii held captive by
the horrible General Zoff. All commands are

issued through picture symbols to enable the

'game to be played at a truly mtergalactic pace.

Commodore 64
Spectrum 48K £9.95

THE ADVENTURE by Tynesoft

A whacky chase game based on the popular

TV pensioner. Put on your kilt and your

lavender water wave your walking stick and

;ap the evil Scunner Campbell before he

blams the world to bits.

Commodore 64 Commodore 16

Spectrum 48K

by Gargoyle

i.;..ii..iii.:ir!irT. the hero, is trying to free a

companion imprisoned in the corrupt city ol

Dun Darach. But first he must take part in

by Ocean
A perilous journey to the centre of the

pleasuredome wrfh those whacky Frankie

boys. Plus a unique live recording of Relax.

Commodore 64
Spectrum 48K £9.95

Something for

zappers everywhere:

by Anirog

A sophisticated combat and flight simulator,

requiring a strong nerve, and ahead free of

blancmange. The mission -to seek and
destroy in ever-deleno rating weather.

Commodore 64 £9.95

"Things for sporty
hunks to play:"

{f/vAam (fetch's

TEST CRICKET

googlies, maidens, and silly mid-offs. It's just

like real cricket, except that, with you in

control. England may even win the Ashes!

Commodore 64 £9.95

"Something to

de-scramble
yourbrain with:'

Comprising a word processor - lor writing

letters and reports, a database - for storing

addresses, and a spreadsheet - for storing

complicated numbers. Pretty clever

"A bonus for all

you 'Stufffans:"

DON'TBUY THIS
by Firebird

A cringe-along compilation containing the five

most forgettable games of all times - aboul

as exciting as watching grass grow.

(Recommended for insomniacs).

£2.50

-Win-^x°-
Spec

I

UNMASK THIS MONTH'S
MYSTERYMICROGAMER
AND WINA 2-PACK
PROGRAM PRIZE - TEN
PRIZESMUST BE WON.

(5.GUI4 7NU

mLasfcys WH Stnftti tn6 (



GAM E S NEWS

Send your naif holiday postcards lo

Computer S Video Gomes, The Worst
Postcard in Ihe World Competition,

Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane,

London EC1R 3AU.

Don't forget to tell us your name and

DESJGNMgOFTHgMONT^

The game will be based around Get

exploits in Chose Strongest Man in

His latest game for Pjdtog is Jump Jet
J flight simulation which also combines
combat action,

Vaughan, who now works as a pilot
for Dan Air, was

highly successful Flightpath 737.
He became interested in computer

programming when he bought a
Commodore 64 in October 1933 for his

"I thought I would learn Ihe basics to
teach the kids," he says "At the time I

was also working as a flight simulation
instructor for Dan Air. I was sure I could
do something by way of programming
a comparatively simple flight simulation

The result was Flightpath 737which

Thm
"e °" '° "G 'Ch Qp sales of arotuld

Encouraged by the success of
Flightpath 737. Vaughan then turned his
mind to Jump Jet which involved ''far
more complex programming."
Vaughan says Jump Jetis "as accurate

a representation of the problems of
Jump Jet Dying as the computer wil

program but will not say what it's called
or what it is about.
Favourite Food: Steak
Favourite Drink: Drambuie
Favourite TV Programme: Yes Minister
Favourite Computer Game: None
Countries Visited: Numerous
Favourite Music: Opera
The thing I hate moat about the
computer industry: Nothing
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Bet you can't s/ts^M/when playing
equip himGuide bouncy Thing' through this underworld fantasia searching for the armoury to equip himself

carefully for the final encounter with the evil Toy Goblin.
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C&VG's Hoi Gossiper, TONY
TAKOUSHI is a dedicated
games nut. And he just loves
tell the world about the latest

and greatest games that he
rs in his quest for the
ate game experience.

few problems. What happens
when he gets a game that no-
one else is ever going to see
because the software supremos
Involved won't release it? We
decided to put Tony out o
lisery — and let him give you
glimpse of a lew games that

you may NEVER see agair'
Parker Video was poised 10 e

the UK games market with a host oi

name branded games. Unfortuna
they pulled out as they decided

games — which I c

among their finest — in the UK.
They are Pari Parrel and Zone-

ranger Pari PairaJ has some of the

bur-died into a single game. It is VERY
playable and very challenging. Zone-
ranger is a cross between Sinisrer.

Asreroidsand Gravirar(an Atari game
from the arcades). Again it offers

superb gameplay and presentation.

The other titles I will mention come
from miscellaneous games com-
panies, but are ali of a high standard.

in of Q-Bert.J-bird is

ts graphics
'

3. they ARE

I
LOVE playing games. 1 eat, sleep
and talk games! This dedication
has earned me rewards, I now

have ten computer systems at home
and over 2.500 games to choose from.

If all that isn't enough, I also have two
full size arcade machines — Tempest
and Radarseope -

hours between 12 and 4am.
This huge colle

n. There
aloffrustra-

,re so many good games
m the US and Europe thai

art- never officially r. -leased in the UK.
Why? Well, you'll have to ask the soft-

ware companies about that. But I'd like

to give you a brief glimpse of the

goodies you're missing!
As there are so many — see the lists

— to choose from I have selected

Atarisoft has produced many superb
arcade clones for home micros — and
a few duff ones! Battlezone managed
to gain popularity in the arcades but

>r graphic format. The

This left many top quality branded
games sitting on the shelf in limbo. As
Parker Games are, in the main,
licensed from the arcades, they are
produced to a very high standard. This

is reflected in Popeye, Gyruss, Star

Wars, Q-Bert, Mr Do's Castle and
Montezuma's Revenge. AH these
games are produced to real arcader's
level — Star Warsbeing the weak link

in the chain — and they would have
had a price tag of around £25

This is

Somebody somewhere likes Frak
(the BBC micro original now on the 64
and Amstrad) as they have written a

Frak Trainer. This version allows you
h ?.::

live;;. Incidentally. I hear (nudge
nudge, wink wink) that if you type
"American Express" on the 64 version
while holding down the CTRL key. a

message appears on the screen saying
" and put you in

these are the real McCoy. I he£
of the UK's top software houses
be signing a marketing

games. So keep your fingers croi-sei

Activision games have got betti

Crystal Castles, it has all the c<

original.



e US from Atari originals. The list — printed
™

a company called Hesware. This elsewhere — is merely a taster. Hope-
impariy seems to have closed down fully someone will enter the OK and
id there are now complications over market these games,
.e release of software it has Two unseen Atari games that must
iveloped. Don't panic as Super be mentioned are. BehindJaggi Lines
iy.y.or. i= by <": ^J" 1 a great u;ime. and Ballblaster.

IE TO

I: is a re?i?!\abj? follow-up but do=s
no_! offer a:'.yt)v;iy really new.
Being a fan of shoct-'em-ups, I

panic-la : ;y like Moon Shuttle from
Dauscf!. It tc a sheer unadulterated.
mean 'zap em' ga"> =

.
Jurri rirsrisalso

from Data=oft and compares
favourably ?.••< I- tii" arcad' orict.r.ai

US

/aggiirneswas written by Lucasfilm

.nd Atari together and is based on the

dm Return of the Jedi.

This must be the ultimate 3D game,
he screen display has yet to be
quailed. Hopefully this game will be
>ut later this year as at present there

copyright

coTTipa'-.y ' ] close down Bui
;,,.„.,, -

]la ,-; produced s

yanif- Ri^rfrc.-is a colourM vei-sion

of Space Invadera-Centip«de
fts»"."^i"'i Phcnixa'.. :olli'd into

one. Wayrnit is the ultimate maze
game. You don't just PLAY this game

asfiln ; f.

The Atari

:

games neve
fact "Li.ny o

rh.tj game you fly around a planet

lapping the enemy and picking j;>

: .. jw space pilots who have been
= v-ot down.

Hillblaster is a 3D one-on-one foot-

ball game with superb graphics. It is

very addictive and fun to piay.

I have had to restrict myself to the

skimpiest outline of these games as
there are so many. If you have enjoyed
this feature and would like to see more
detailed reviews or more features on
the s

Atazi Software ^ou May Never i

Behind ]aggi Lines/Ballbiast
Montezuma's Revenge/Landscape/
Music/Mission X/Eeystone Cops/
Agualran (A superb version of

Defender)/MASH/T7ie Las! Star-

Sghter/Centipede 5200/OUies Folly/

Sea Dragon/Wayout/Preppie/Van-
guard/Bandits/Follow the Flag (Way-
out 2)/AE/Captain Cosmo

C64 Software Yon May Never Sec:

O'Riley's Mine/Sammy Lightfoot/
~rotector/Ba ttlezone/Popeye/James
ond/Ardy Aardvark/Cohen's
owers/Monster Smash/Mad Planets/

Gyruss/Star Wars/Star Trek/Spys
Demise 2/Baimy Builders/Saucer
Attack/Miner 2049'Er/Q*Bert(Wow!)/
J-flud(Double Wow!!)/OiJs Well/Miss
Pacman (C'est BrilD/New yorfc City/

Waigames {from the Slm)/Mr Do's

Castle (a l'arcade)/Air Support/
Whistlers Bros/Park Patrol (Superb)/

Zone Ranger(Excellent version of Sini-

srar)/Moon Patrol (THE version)/
jungle Hunt/Time Runner/Chopper
Hunt/Frak Trainer/Blue Max 2/Crystal

Castles (the version from Thunder-
vision)/Rainbow Walker/Solar Fox/GI
Joe/Ghostchaser/Journey to the
Centre or" rhe Earth/Mario Bros (from
Atarisoft, this version is superb)/
Montezuma 's Revenge/TrolIs/BIagger

Construction Set/Space Taxi/Hes
Games/Dream House/Super Zaxxon/
Devil Wheel/Juno First (The official

arcade version) /Dino Eggs/Repton/
Slamball/Neciomancer/Zepplin /
Bandits/Fast Eddie/Snoopy/Neutral
Zone/Night Mission Pinball/Access
Music Composer/Cave of the Word
Wizard/Serpentine/Arctic Ship-
wieck/Genesis/Moon Shuttle/Squish

'em/Dragonhavrk/Relax/Rally Speed-
way(coming soon from Commodore)/
BJueprinr/rhe Music Shop (from
Broderbund Software) /Wayout
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At the first sign of summer sunshine everybody
seems to have gone sports crazy. All manner of

energy-sapping sports computer games have now
been unleashed onto the market.

Football, cricket, tennis, baseball, American foot-

ball. Karate and boxing are some ot the sports

covered.
Act Ivision has weighed in with the most titles —

all with a distinct American flavour — On-Field

Football, On-Court Tennis and Star League
Baseball.

DACC has unluckily picked a lime when the

reputation ot English soccer has reached an all-lime

low to release Bobby Charlton Soccer.
Karate appears to be one of the "in" sports which

has attracted the attention of programmers.
Melbourne House hopes to smash, chop and kick

Its way to the top of the charts with Way of the

Exploding Fist for the Commodore 64, price E9.95.

The program aims to simulate ail the moves of

this ancient martial art — including blocking,

ducking, jumping, kicking, feinting and
somersaulting.
Shaping up to take on Way of the Exploding Fist

is International Karate from System 3 Software. Let

battle commence and may the best man win!

Meanwhile, the thwack of leather on willow will

soon be heard when Audiogenic launches Graham
Gooch's Test Cricket.

It has arcade and simulation modes both of

which feature graphic animation. The main action

takes place in the wicket area, with similarly

animated outfield scenes.
In the arcade model, the player has joystick

control of the batsmen when his team is In or the

bowler when his team is fielding.

The teems are selected from squads made up of

the cream of the English and Australian teams.

Graham Gooch's Test CrfcJcef will be available for

the Commodore on fast loading cassette, price

£9.95
And if none of the new crop of summer sports

games takes your fancy, there Is always the many
old favourites still riding high in the charts.

For example World Series Baseball (Imagine),

Brian Jacfc 's Superstar Sports Challenge (Martech),

Pltstop 2 (CBS), Football Manager (Addictive

Games), Daley Thompson's Decathlon (Ocean),

International Basketball (Commodore), BMX Racers

IMasterironic). Pols Position (Atari). Grand National

(Elite), Formula One Simulator (Mastertronic),

Match Day (Ocean) and Steve Davis Snooker(CDS).

MACHINE: CMB 64
SUPPLIER: Melbourne House
PRICE: £9.95

Forgel Bruce Lee Make room
lor The Way ot the Exploding



REVIEWS

• Graphics 9
• Sound

8
• PlayabilKy 9

MACHINE: CBM 64 instructions on this game I

SUPPLIER: Activision me nerplexed and confuse
PRICE: £10.99 Juslwhatisa-'knuckleba

Any game which allows you to or "reliever"? What isthepo

"Bring in a knuckleball throw- of a "high slider", "a medli

ing reliever when your starler screwball" or a "slow sinker

tires" has to be American. Alter having played 1

AnO Star League Baseballis game, I

|WJilWH#WE;

I MACHINE: BBC
I SUPPLIER: DACC
I PRICE: £11.95 computer oplion is a

I Bobby Charlton Soccer included.

I combines Ihe challenge of The game piayors ge

I managership and ihe thrill ot large, three-dimensional a(

Imatchplay In one game. view of the pitch and so

is manager module Is the effects — including a

opponent but whether you win

possession ohhe ban depends

id the relative skill

3f ihe players involved

The player under lOyslick

control is indicated by a short

iwhi.h.i.h:w sz,«r
MACHINE: CBM 64
SUPPLIER: Activision

PRICE: £10.99

's Oil-Field Football cc



R-EVIEWS

I Float like a butterfly, sting like a beel It you can't

I punch your way out of a paper bag, you'll love the

I new trend toi boxing games. You can go a few
I rounds with a really big and nasty opponent and call

I him all Ihe names under the sun without having to

I experience the joys of hospital food. C&VQs heavy-

weight — or Is it overweight? — team of reviewers |
have been slugging it out with an assortmi

musclebound monsters. Now C41/G invites you to I

take your ringside seat for some lighting talk! I

Seconds out! Round One. And Elite boxer Frank |
Bruno steps into the ring...

by
|

.-.:,!-,

SHS

defeat e;ght opponents •" a bid

lor the Heavyweight Champ-

styles differ from opponent to

ooponent — so simply learning

the controls of the gome i=n ;

enough.
Tp deleal each

: you

I MACHINES: Spectram/CBM 64/

I Am strati

I SUPPLIER: Elite

I PRICE: Spectrur

CBM64£7.95Amsttad£8.

o KOtr

trUm/LBIVl Dt: down Ihrpp timp-

toljhree m.nute .oun

^AiT >• A KO is aoi

£6.95 <>sl reducing your t

to land a devastating KO
punch! II you (ail to defeat youf

opponent, you get a chance to

cmtocn slyl= ^.:L .

challengers is different Fran*

began lite as a wire frame

way you'll feel as if you''

Deen through a couple of I

5-oxing l

1 Seconds out! Round two.
|

. And Spanish champior
ship contender Rocky I

bids for glory...

I MACHINES: SpectrumlCBM 64
I SUPPLIER: Dinarr.ic

I PRICE: Vat to be announced

| Thud! Crunch I
Ooooooftllf

te sound effects In this

,e S.-,im ~i -nogv

und. Only the graphic face at

Each oppone ni gsts rougher

''<? not inlo ligi'img :ii;i:pgy 1

I en|oy a good punch u

I picture of your c

raphic representing you i

Seconds
|

three. And the a

Alligata duo square up It

each other!

I MACHINES: CBM 64/Spectrurr

SUPPLIER: Alligata

I PRICE: £695

you wish lo light. And tl-



Your only defence agains an Amazon Warrior, although

the dangers which lurk in the

flense, steaming undergrowlt jungle dangers. But. soone or Forest, is a challenging game

IK vT\/l Kh is a Blow pipe and a fast pal

L

a
r

t

d
r

fa
¥
ce

U

th""

l

toB

aVe
'°

El nd which should keep you

The game is played in three The Amaion Warrior is Amazon Warrjorwas written

MACHINE: CBM 64
I SUPPLIER; New Generation

I Software

PRICE: E7.95

10 load a Academy of Music
)ipeif it is of the Royal "

"'

ft or rlghi for composi
hrough

llenge is The perspective through tl

without losing a life.

IWTH

', very slrange from «

Di'Tii'.'iSiLi':. re -A.0- r-.i.i

lives 10 be lost So wh

Activision

E^^
computerised

^H an electrifying revolutionary youi

intriguing game

MACHINE: CBM 64

SUPPLIER: Activision

PRICE: t'10.99

effects

ihe

Cy eiouisile
' OLt'egcous made cccc y

organisms are

hir...g n l-e eiciting and forward a

Oangerc is shoo trying lo find The gai

nerne'l s narpnts in the lost mteteslini

ant! -ound deoirtmenl difficult

irsieaa ol a percentage complete

MtWiHfcMlimKi

MACHINE: Spectrum
SUPPLIER: MikroGen

|
PRICE: £9.95

Serf's Dummy Ri

e, you few companies \

e — si st entry release t

sets in Dummy Run is no i

id your way proOaBly r

tUHWililildH!!
v Operation Swordfisn is

MACHINE: CBM 64
SUPPLIER: British Software

PRICE: £9.95

;e the German side t

icide with Second below pi



Don't Buy
another tape...
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IPSpeclrumaait . interface + joystick 4
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m difficulties ^n.

continue play.

MACHINE: C16-Plus 4

SUPPLIER: English Software

PRICE: £6.95

/one 1 is (he planet's

surface and you control a star-

' ~.iiet, Zone 2 is se! in under-

ground caverns and in Zone 3

MACHINE: CBM 64
SUPPLIER: Software Projects

PRICE: £8.95

:t Set game st

White Wiv -i.

is eTployix! !,£

m das its new puzzles

Ide completely new

:, a coey o'

Bound t

lo -clp Wiiy tidy The g

salesmen rushed of! Iheir feet

gelting copies ot Tapper I







PIA
*. meet eight ofthe worlds most unlikely heavyweight*--

simulation to beat em all!

TOLY
raviolis not a man to mess

-s ell the dirty





SPECTRUM 48K commodore 6\ AMSTRAD CPC464

£7.95 £8.90 £8.90

Taskset
TASKSETLTD. )3HIGHSTREET. BRIVUNGTW yonm TEi:«062) 673798/602668
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MACHINE: BBC B

SUPPLIER: Imagine

PRICE: £7.95

Imagine are offer! gaEIOD

MACHINE: BBC m

ca-inor.ba.ls anc a ho:.' of =amu I-ct 'cor /,- ','-:',"...
deadly creepy crawlies. not in strongly remii icemo *oi - w sgameM

the pillars in the sky. '

Su-ldaV alternoon

• Sound B

irHBHllJlillHlBl ,

™*

SSH
MACHINE: Amstrad *
SUPPLIER: Creative Sparks

PRICE: £8.95

Following the success of rr

Danger Mouse on the t.

Spectrum and Commodore TA a

s2SS2SS =ltr°mUe
n

yt
eS
mo^:

• Sound 8

"owers
he 'P "* re9ai

"
nef

lite- TOrTthan Bo'dltfereni

MACHINE: CBM 64
SUPPLIER: CSM
PRICE: £7.95

Fiona Rides Out and Dare
Dew/ Dennis is a two-game

ools appears above it.

If, However, Fiona's energy

egains a lite But il she

Deginning where Dennis

ES^w H,: SSSS'Sr?
f/d

• Graphics 8/6
• Sound 7/6
• Value 9/9

• Graphics
• Sound

10
1

H!
!

««»"£—'

EZIiiKiJflB

-<;»:

VAHiHIUrUiMIIH

MACHINE Spectrum

SUPPLIER: Virgin Games

PRICE: £6.95

the Commodore ~
SI.

MACHINE: CBM 64
SUPPLIER: Mastertronic

PRICE: £1.99

Ttlis is a real time adventur

Corpser. blending scollin

screen landscapes, joysur

soni'ololyci.r playe- a"d <e

board inductions lo pick up e

grumble considering

ot the game

be said aboul the conversion,

siyle baitiet-.eld blasting enemy

• Sound 5

• Value 5

• Graphics
• Sound

• Payability

6
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CAVG: How have you become so
popular in such a short time? In other
words, just what is the Man factor?
Max: Well it's not doing jokes like that.

My popularity comes down to my very
high degree of perfection, plus a
strong element of modesty.



C&VG: Are you interfacing with
anyone at the moment?
Max.' What an old fashioned que sdon!

If you mean "courting", "walking
out", "dating" 01 any other of these

weird modem terms you youngsters

seem to love, I suppose you want me
to say I had a quick fling with the

speaking clock. But I don't do jokes

C&VG: Is Ma*
? If n, n for

changing it? Is there a guilty secret

in your past?

Max; Yes. No and No — in that order.

But if you want to sell more copies, you

can change them round a bit. No,

actually I kept the initials and just did

a quiet name swap wilh Michael
Heseltine, I think he wants to swap
back, but I'm not strutting around in a

flak-jacket for anybody.
C&VG:How did you get your stutter?

Was it duo to a programming error or

was it a planned imperfection?

Max.- It was an accident, but now I like .

it. Defects are the way to get on in

public life. Have you noticed how
many politicians can't say "R"
pwoperly? 1 think there must be
courses in it for aspiring MPs. The
classic case is how old Meg Thatcher's

voice is steadily getting lower —
although ihat could be a battery

problem.
C&VG: What generation do you
represent?
Max.! appeal to a very wide group of

people of all ages between IS and
loVfe.

C&VG: Please give graphic details of

your life lifestyle.

Max: Well, press photographers are

always trying to catch me walking

through airports, grinning and
suntanned, carrying one of those

expensive leather shoulder bags. But

I wont let them.
C&VG: Bow did you stop them?
Max. I always use a plastic carrier.

C&VG: Do people bug you?
Max: 1 happen to know that there are

C&VG: Do you exist in your own time

and space or someone elses?

Max. Do you mean I share a flat? No.

C&VG: I don't think yoo understood

our last question. Never mind, what

is your ambition in life?

Max: I'd like to share a flat and under-

stand your last question. Also I'd like

to do my little bit to get the world back

to the peace, love and harmony of last

August.
C&VG: Will the new strides in

technology help you develop your

character?
Max: 1 hope, above all, they'll help me

gthen

Max: Mostly tears and emotional

outbursts from people who can't take

the pressure that goes with working

with a highly successful almost perfect

They just don't have the

;poiling jokes and start ruining

completely.

C&VG:Who did you fancy for the FA
cup this year?
Mux: I hoped it would be the Queen
so I was disappointed to see the Duke
of Kent iifting the trophy this year.

C&VG: Do you play computer

Max: Of course not. It's not much fun

playing with yourself. And it's boring

C&VG: Where do your jokes come
from?
Max: I still get fed silly thing:: the

producer reads on a wall somewhere,

but all the really good material comes

C&VG: Who programmed you?
Max: Originally the producer, but now
I'm almost completely self

programming, and I'm about to

become the first ever computer-

former. You wait and see the

difference when it happens!

C&VG: Just what is going on behind

you in the studio?

liest
humi
C&VG: What

Max.- Winning first prize in a "Bonny
Microchip" contest. See, comedy
comes naturally!

C&VG: You play a lot of music on

your show. What is your favourite

kind of music?
Max: 1 love golf signature tunes, and

I've just bought "Another 20 Golden

Golf Guv-its' ' to complete my collec-

tion. My other current favourites are

"Digital Watch Tunes, Vol 2" and an

early bootleg of ice-cream van music.

C&VG: Who are your heroes?

Max: Hollywood greats like Clint

Eastwood and Robert Mitehum. I

suppose I'm bound to go for the

robotic types.

C&VG: What is your idea of a good

night out?

Max: Getting my entire fan club

C&VG: Thanks for letting us discover

more about the Max factor, Max. We
still like that joke!
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programmable synthesiser.

Thai's the number one prize in

another fantastic competition brought
to you by Computer & Video Games
and Virgin Games.
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LEONARDO
Spectrum 48k
Price: £7.95
Thom-EMI have the "ultimate graphics
package" for the Spectrum 48k which

On loading, something I found tricky
— but then 1 find working a phone-box
difficult — you are presented with a

graphics work. Then cornea a blank
screen with a dashing cursor and you

Using this mode of BRUSH you can
change its thickness and whether you
want to draw straight lines or arcs or
circles. By referring to the information

behind the screen. I found this to be a
trifle confusing, as you have lots of
numbers floating about.
Leonardo has an interesting feature of

contained in the WINDOW. You can
magnify parts of the picture. This is a
very useful piece of graphics as it is

difficult, if not impossible, to work on a

displayed on the screen.
Colouring was fine though I found the

Spectrum a hard task master for my
puny memory. Which key does what?

keyboard maps to help, but overlays
would have been better

Various othar features were Minor
Images, Word Printing. 3-D Drawing and
UDGs (User Defined Graphics). You also
have an uninspired selection of standard

The manual, although comprehensive,
was far too technical for the average
user and really you'd need to be a
seasoned designer to get instant results.

Powerful and pretentious. But cheap!

THE DESIGNER'S PENG]
Coainnodetra 64

Price: £10.99
This little gem from A

Bowing
doesfasl drawing. What ir

give you various strings of characters all

ready to call and. by moving an a
cursor, you can compile your
program. This makes for a :

technicfue, but good end results —
though, as an artist, 1 would have 1

more freedom lo |M and draw n
than have shapes "dictated" to me by
the program. I have this d.

simple lotting pad— perhaps a tight pe

bunch, showing w it could be done -

fortunately the manual is well d

I fOiind the simple act of i

difficult even though the colou:

was good. Il gill wasn't what I wi

"user friendly" — the "strings" r
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no doubt be
The CAGE fccUit* was no more than

thio drawing facility and mike a big

image, reduce ii to whatever sire you

lOte and sou
had with ArtgarwBie getting

worae as I want on. Perhaps » was iust

[licking The fill comma r 1

didn't woik - and generally gave me

Overall. Artsrar, mthcni

.

was hard to understand sf

1

53

GRAPBITO

Price: £29.95

It would be silly

graphic package

:e come
jr graphics

? stored graphics j."Ld

Advanced stufl « really far

game™. H

Can be complicated but very use!

with' the joyiiick instead of a brush. ttaiesaving.

UDG/CHBRHCTERS/1CONS: These are X/Y LINE: This is really position

bnle figures or blocks which are stored tag (see LOCATION, but Z-dimeneloiial

in memory lo be called up and moved
around the screen. They are made up
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there, techno freaks, ti's time to

>wer up the old word processor

yet again to bring you a whole new
selection of goodies aimed a I

helping you get more from your
And if this page is anything

like that introduction then it'll sure

be worth reading!

SORE FINGERS?
though, a plea. If you've

found a wonderful piece of information

about your computer that you want to

share with everyone, please make sure

that I can read it. If it's a short listing.

I can be sure thai it works. Not thai I

doubt your programming effo;:s :l's m.-t

that no one's typing is infallible and a

mistyped POKE can cause a lot of

angry phone calls and red typing

feel like being kind this month, so

rant actually name the person who
at me a poke for Manic Mineron the

' by saying
progi"type SYS1639 1

/. t

DOZY DRAGON
.. .-: sdow

problems. If yours is one of those, I'd

""te to hear about it. Drop me a line if

.11 have ; problem with your C2N, or

-y other piece- of computet kit. It

(liable home micros and peripheral:;

a them
onths.

te top 10 m
eliable in

Here's a Iittls

the speed at which the Di _

program. I'm sure many Dragon

eievs '.'-.:: liEid this extremely useful

iwever. I can't help admitting that the

lin reason I'm printing this tip is

leause I think 1he headline's terrific!

To make your Dragon drag on. type

POKE 359,60. Thanks go to Richard

Chuieberlam, of Dotrygab, for this one.

C2N PROBLEMS
We still get a couple of letters every

week here at C&VG I'rotv. people com
plaining about the old Commodore >:' 3

cassette recorder. It appears that, while

loading or savina program- en their l
.

:4.

some machines just don't like the C2N.
Scott Dawson, from London, and Paul

SebunskL [-o:ti Cardiif. are l:u>; ivssk';

winners of the "Who's got a faulty C2N"
competition. Scott's only loads some of

his games. Paul's main problem was

with his copy of Sea Side Special from

Task.se 1 Like most others, Paul returned

his copy of the game to his loc

COTiil ill'-: s^ore. where, vol; gee::sud

he had no problems at all.

Apparently. Commodore has

admitted that some C2Ns ---

if you buy a computer

and it turns out to be faulty, it is the

responsibility of the dealer who sold it

to you to put it right. If the machine is

under guarantee, there should be no

problem You should ask for your

mo'iev hack or a replacement machine.

and try not to accept having the broken

machine repaired.

Guaranteed periods on computers

are often not very long nowadays. If

your machine breaks down a few

weeks after the guarantee runs out. try

writing to the managing director el! he

company that makes the machine. Ask

him if it is common for his company's

machines to last just a few weeks more

than the guarantee period before

GRAPHICALLY
BETTER
A couple of people have asked how to

it those fancy screens to appear on

, jur Spectrum when loading a game.

You know, the flashing Manic Miner

logo or the gorgeous graphics that

Actually, making the screen load

before the game is the easy part.

Desicmee the graphics is rather

harder The Manic Miner logo is all

done with flashing screen attributes.

Although you can't normally have

movement on the screen while a

program is loading from tape, you can

have a screen with a flashing message.

Now, suppose one part of the screen

is blue flashing on a red background.

At each Rash, the colours are reversed,

ment. You'll see this techmcue used

quite a lot on Micronet, if you look

around.

To make a still picture, use cue ;;f the

art packages currency available for 'he

Spectrum.
Once you have designed your

screen, you'll need to save it. II you are'

using an art package, use the option in

the program which saves your design

SCREENS format. If you h».- ...

your own design, type SAVE "LOAD-

SCRN" SCREENS. This saves the

urrent contents of the screen on tape

nd calls the file LOADSCRN.
Now. when you have written your

loading screen. !

Before the loading screen, you 11

need to record a small program which

says LOAD "LOADSCRN" SCREENS:

LOAD "" LINE 10. This will load your

screen, then load your game and start

game starts at a different line, alter the

1C te a different r.umber.
Why not try to produce a C&VG

loading screen at the beginning of the

tape you record the magazine's listings

on? It will add a professional touch to

your games.

A DEVIL OF A
PROGRAM
Here's a program, beautifully typed by

a dot matrix printer (though on blue

paper) courtesy of Jon Paul Eldridge. I

'he letter Luckily, though, fon put his

name in a REM at the top of the

program. The idea of the routine is to

keep prying eyes from your BBC
listings and stop people breaking ir.tr;

them. In Jon's own words, it gives the

hackers hell!

To disguise your program, try to put

a number of lines in your program
"REM followed by speech

I then ; "(U
"

iple, IOREM'7™. Save your heavily-

REMmed program, clear the mach
and type in this clever little routin

,00 .-KLY'i PACE" :&1300:TOP°

&19D0:FORA l: -:,TO TOP" II" ?A
'
: - KF:

AND A%?US22 AND A%2 "
'"

A%7K- -2LNEXT ELSE NEXTiIV.

Run the routine, which sets up key FO

with the lock function. Now, load yt

BASIC program and press FO. That's

,g GCOL

ggggggj
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First, lo the problems with the
listings in the June 19B5 issue.
We haven't had any calls
concerning Defuse (Amstrad),
so presumably this is okay.
However, ol the other three
listings, one contains a few
errors and the others have a
couple of quirks.

LINE GRAPHIC CODE
6950 P (eight of them altogethi
7030 A . B (one of each)
7130 U (just one)

OGGS EGGS
(Atari)

PYRAMIDS OF
AARON
(Spectrum)

We'w I quite

HVNCHY
(Spectrum)

problems here, but the prime

190,2!

. Thee
320 have large

|

spac

This is the bug-ridden program of the
month. Everything seems to be all

right with (he first program (page 71)
Line 20 of the second program

contains the first problem. This isn't a
drastic bug, but the author obviously
had a microdrive and this line still

The purpose of this line is to load in
the user-defined graphics if they are
not already present — this is why it

checks to see whether the first by ic ol
the UDG area has been set to "56" If

you always run the first program
before the second, then just omitting
this line will solve the problem
Alternatively, change the li™> to read
20 IF PEEK (USR "a'

:

K>5fi THEN
LOAD "hchar 'CODE
Next delete the last line (1050) from

the first program and run this. It will
set up the graphics, draw the screen
including the "WOW LOADING "

message, then return to BASIC. Now
type the line: SAVE "hchar"CODE
USR "a",21*8 and save the UDG data
AFTER the second program on the
tape. From now on there is no need to
run the first program. Just load and run
the second which will automatically
load the UDG data from tape
The other minor problems concern

the new method we are using to show
graphics. The symbol graphics in line
6520 should be SHIFT + '4', then '3',

then 7, whilist in graphics mode not
'he SHIFT+ T shown. This should give
table shape.

rogram haven't had the UDGs
hanged. These should be:

significant and can be left i

causing problems.
It is always best to remember that

printers often do print spaces where
they aren't necessary. The Cc

ethat
seems too long — remember abbrevia-
tions and you won't spend hour
pouring over a listing .

PENGI
(Commodore 64)
Ther

: print
problems that we know of with this

program. Nevertheless, we've had
quite a few enquiries concerning line
201. The problem here is that the
Commodore 64 will only allow line
lengths of up to 80 characters (two
screen lines). Unfortunately, line 201
(as printed) contains 34 characters So
how was it typed in the first place?
Obviously you don't need to type in

the space after the line number which
will save one character, leaving a total

of 83 In addition, the real trick is to use
command abbreviations. The best
known of these is "PRINT", which can
be abbreviated to "?". saving four
more characters This should now
allow you to enter the 79 characters on
the line. However, for further saving,
"POKE" can be abbreviated to "Pis
E!" (control mnemonics are the same
as those in the listing, ie. SHIFT + 'O',

These, and many more abbreviated
commands, can be very handy on both
the Commodore 64 and the Vic-20. so
you'll probably find it useful to
familiarise yourself with them.

eming this problem
1985 issue. The main probler
to be with people being unabli. . .,

,

line 20. Well, having diligently typed
in the program myself (from the
magazine listing), everything worked,
including line 201

It did turn out that all the graphics
had been convened to upper-casi
characters, without any indication the

they should be graphics. Therefore, a
a general rule, if you find any of the
letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G or H, between
inverted commas in a PRINT state-

ment, then type them in graphics
mode. This will at least give you
decent looking screens.

Finally, for people still st

30. There doesn't seem to be anything,
but here it is again:

20 FOR F= -80 TO 80: PLOT 150, 175:

DRAW f,- 150 + (20 AND f=-80):
PLOT 40,150: DRAW f/2,-65+(I0
AND f=-80): PLOT 200,160: DRAW
f/3,-50 + (lS AND N -80); LET f -f-

(30 AND f= -80): NEXT f

CREEPY
CRAWLEY
(Spectrum)

. . , ,.We've had quite a ft

the game Creepy Crawley in the April

I985issue Some ofyoumay be h,

difficulties with the user-dei
graphics. Unfortunately, these ar
shown in the rest of the listing, but
instead appear as normal ui
letters inside the inverted o
PRINT statements. So, to
correct symbols, use Graphics mode
for the printed characters in lines 102f
1030, 1050, 1270 and 1310 to 1400



SEI1DUS VOURGRnES! 4&

Program name:.

Author's Christian i

Address:

Number of K needed tc

Tel:.

Type Of game: (If original please say so).

.

Loading instructions:

Game instructions: (if not included in ttii

Date received:

Acknowledgement sent:

evaluator:

Date sent out:

Date due back:

Heeds 10 be returned lo

Due to be published in.,

issue of magazine.

!

D

Wouldn't load
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SILVER RANGE... Seeing

THE HELM Adventure

an

^^MB^A

JQL
CHICKIN CHASE Arcade

SUBSUNK Adventure with Graphics
Trapped on IMe sea bed in a scupperadB

RUN BABY RUN Arcade
Multi-car cap chase and shoo -o„

l^^™ B
DONT PANIC Arcade/ Strategy
Amusing and challenging, a game

DONTBUYTH1SI Compilation THEHACKER Arcade/ Strategy
Five of the worsl games you have Terminal to modem, telephone network to

ever seen mainframe



is believing ££50eacn

. VIKING Rl

7 THE WILD BUNCH
MB. FREEZE

U16BOCTY
031SUBSUNK
033 THE HELM
0J6 SHOBTS FUSE
037 HELKHOPPEB
040 DONT BUY THIS!

043 FAHRENHEIT 3000

MAILORDER

Please state name of game (and machine) and numbers required.

Enclose crossed chegue/PO made payable to FIREBIRD SOFTWARE.

All offers are subject lo availability Orders are despatched promptly

All prices inclusive of VAT and postage.

MAIL ORDER: TREEPOST FIREBIRD,
WELLINGTON HOUSE,
UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE,
LONDON WC2H 9BR

r:rfS
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COMPETITION
two runners up will receive TOPS
T-shirts.

The dale at which the holiday can be
taken will be arranged between the
winner and TOPS.
Now here is what you have to do.

Imagine you were going to be

lfs the TOPS - a fantastic week-long
holiday tor one.
Yes, that's the great prize up for

grabs in another super competition
brought to you by Computer & Video
Games and TOPS, the specialists in
activity and advenrure holidays for
young people.
The lucky winner will stay at the

TOPS activity centre in a convened
country house at Hope-under-
Dmmore. a short distance from the A49
between Hereford and Leominster.
On your TOPS course, you will have

exclusive use of either a BBC B with

ilso with disc drive.

re also buggys. robotic ai

light pens, computer chess
complete Apple 3 business systei
range of Prestel facilities and
extensive software library.

skills.

And there will be a chance to enjoy
other facilities at Dinmore — rifle

shooting, archery, swimming,
canoeing and a full evening, eniena;;,
ment programme with discos, films
and campfires, to name a few
Guests stay in dormitories which

take six to 12 pupils. They are
equipped with bunk beds. 9heuts
pillows and blankets.
The house contains modem toilets

and showers, kitchen and dining
rooms, games rooms, lock shop,
coffee bar and television lounge.
Most of the house is centrally heatud

and clothes washing facilities are
available.

The competition is open to those
between the ages of nine and IS. the

week. Which top ten computet games
would you like to be marooned with?

Also, say in not more than 23 words
why you would like to win this
fantastic holiday prize.

Send your answers with the coupon
and post it to TOPS HOLIDAY
COMPETITION, Computer & Video
Games, 30-32 Priory Court. Farringdon
Lane. London ECIR 3AU. Closing date
is August 16 and the editor's decision

C&VG/TOPS COMPUTER
HOLIDAY COMPETITION
(Please attach this coupon tc

Address

like to win the TOPS

holiday because



Approaching fast...

brain-blowing graph ics. ..mega-blasting power. ..fast-action pliability..._
'

'highway encounter'.. .a totally new direction_from vortex.

once you're on it.. .th ere's no turning back.

HIGHWAY i«COU«lll FOR S P EJ_TJ _UM_ _4_>K _E_7 ^»J ;



0.5.3,0,5.-3. a, 99
30 DATA "bone", 2.O.U. -0.0.5. -0, 3.5, -

3. 3, 5. -3. 2. 5. 3. 2. 5. 3. 3, 5. 0.3. 5. «.0. 5. 3.0

'00 DATA "stlok".3.0.0.-3.0.5.-3.1.5.
0.1,5.0.0. 5. -3.0.99

50 DATA "stone", 0.1. 0.0. 0.5. 0,1, 5.1,
1.5.1.0.5.0,0,99

60 DATA "elub", 5. 2. 0.3. 0,5. -3. .5. S.-
S.I. 5. 5. 3, 2. 5. 3. 0,99

70 DATA "aaiaer",6,3.0,o.l,5.3.2.5.O
.3,».o.o,5,0,a.5.-1.0,5.-1.0,5,o,o.U.-i.
5.1.5.5,-2.5.1.5.5.-2.5.2.5.5.-1.5,2.5.9
9

BO DATA "hammer", 7.0, 0.2,1, 5. -3.1.5.
-3.2.5.2.2.5.2.3.5.0.3.5.0.0.5.2,0,5,2,2

90 DATA "sword". B, 5. O.O.I. 5. 9. 2. 5.0.
3. 0.0. 0.5, 0.0. 5, -1.0. 5. -1.0. 5. 0,0. 0,-1.

5

.1.5,5.-2.5,1.5.5.-2.5.2.5.5.-1.5,2.5.99
100 DATA "Bpesr-.g.o.O.S, .5, 5. -3. .5.5

.-3. 1.5, 3. 1.5, 3. 1.5, 5. 5.. 75. 5. 3, 0,5, 3.1.

110 DATA "axe", 10, 7. 0,3.2.5. -3. 2. 5. -3
.3.5.3.3.5.3.2.5.0.0.5.1.0.5.2.2,99

120 OKEHROPOOT03370

VDU 7:GOT0 3U0





320 REM * FIGHT
830 IF MXOFX OR MYOPY THEN SOTO flU

Blio PHocrlaht
350 GOTO 290
S60 REM » END OF PROGRAM

880 END
890 DEF PROClnlt
900 CLSiVDU 31,0.5

950 PRINT "You have a Bail of threaa

960 PRINT "you earl unwind Co help you

030 PRINT " Please wait."

090 Y-0
100 STARTX-X

130 KAZEX(1.I>=0

160 RESTORE

1230 PRINT '"Hit return to continue."

12fi0 DEF PROCset

1280 DIR=RND(d)

1320 IF Y<2 THEN DIR-3
1330 IF Y=MAX THEN DIR=1

1350 IF DIB=1 OR DIR-3 THEN NSEW-1
1360 FOR J-l TO DIST

1390 MAZIX(NSEW.Y) tMAZEX(NSEW,Y)

1S30 NEXT

1160 IF A.O THEN GOTO 1H80

1500 ENDPR0C
1510 DEF PROCwall

1540 ENDPROC

1560 WOVE A-B.A*B:DRflH A-B-B. A-B-B

Y THEN CQL.B5;PROC3q(A+B.A-B,10Q0-2»(A.B 1
>.1000-2*[A-B])
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ast moving characters leave competition standing

deal family entertainment.

oice Master generated speech.

xciting simulation for ~>n8ortWO players.

Imazingly realistic animation.

peed and skill the essence of the game.

ngenious method of settling arguments.

emanding challenge at all three skill levels,

normous fun from start to finish.

TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD UNIT 10VICTOR1A K VICTORIA ROAD DARTFORD KENT 10 3
:



TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD UNIT 10 VICTORIA INDUSTRIAL PARK VICTORIA HOAD DARTFORD KENT (0322I 92513/8





2550

2560
y
pR NT "tilt It

3050

f!Ev°e "if<":iir

2580 PR " "th* monstar." HEN MX=J> X*l:GO'!-0 3070

2600
2610 i Sir"'""""*'"™

"" 20 "3H Is GOTO 30 70

2620 z. ND(9):RAND0M*=STP!(Z) 3oao d ? PROCmln
2630

2660 i"

31.15.15

EAT:UNTIL T-TIME

3090 V

3120 D

.3*c,H*c
3130 D

DU 29.500i500:

RAW 3*C,2*CSKOVE 9*C,4*CiPLOT

RAW -3"C,a*CsMOVE -9*C.il*CsPL

OT.'/'i
»

T:GOTO 2790

3150 DRAW -C.-U*C

°™
3r s« -,„^, 10.-,-0T0 27 ,0 111° m

DU 29.°i0;

2750 INT "Ydu have wounded the Beas 3200 MOVE~c!6*cImOVE 3*C. »*C: PLOT S

mi Tnir
D**D

S*°.c"
OVE -3-C.Q:MOVI -9*C,OSPLOT 8

2790
INt"£L 1UC* - yoU Ve I.*,," 2IK

OVE -3*C.U*C:MOVE -C,6»C:PLOT

ROCsq[-C.H*C.2*C,a*C)
2S30

DND 1. -15.85, 12:S0UND 1.-15.10
1.-15.133.21 So j

du 29.0i0j

3300

2870 °D -MXlDY-WYiKX-OiMV-tJ (SOoVb'2 r"s'^
u ' b,c) then pboci

1IH
i;
E "*" "*"""

3330

3310
2930 « MX-0 THEN GOTO 2980 a™ MV"

IF F«Btrirj(3-s,f,H THEN PRO

2960
;-

.

.

3"(5-Z)
ND 1.2.0.30 3370 RE-TERROR REPORT S TIDY UP

3000 'iK SPEED12 OB MX=0 THEN GOTO 3O70

3380
3390 PRINT- "

R
fl t

T

[ln e "
1

ERL
:REPO,'T

3010 E-| ND(SPEED)



DO YOU FIND

CHOOSING
SOFTWARE
HARD?

£

At the VIRGIN GAMES CENTRES, we've worked I

long and hard to put together the UK'S BIGGEST I

RANGE ot COMPUTER SOFTWARE GAMES. We've

got an unrivalled selection of. . . Arcade Games,

Adventure Games, War Games, Classic Games, Family

Games, Sports Games, Business and Educational

Software. For Spectrum, Oi, Atari, BBC, Electron,

Commodore 64, Commodore C16, Enterprise, MSX and

Amstrad machines.

Plus a large stock ot utilities, peripherals, chess computers,

books and magazines - and a range of Sinclair Commodore

and Amstrad hardware And if you find choosing software

hard, we have a team of knowledgeable staff to help you.

MILES BETTER
SOFTWARE

221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor,
Cannock. Staffs WA11 2DD

Tel: 05435 3577

* SUMMER SALE *

HIRE SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE

m nflCHDE. »n»E»TlME.

FM1 FMTSEMCE I I

HHVF-F1ICE OFFEI - LIFE msmbe-smp MILTUM Inn-mally E6.D0

FUEEfrsl line lape. (For limit! pa 3d)

EUMPEM HEMEIS 1ELC0HE (Payment in Sterling).

MListrietesllFECTnlW id

NATIONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARY



rage right an incredibly trendy trans- each - to give away, thanks
your formable robot from to our friends at CGL. They
is on Henshin. are big colourful ci

Henshin Hobos are based just the thing to impress you
on a successful Japanese TV mates with.

' e seen on And all you have to do is

the small £

country. The robots are the between
operated by Robo ill

aliens on to tal e ove r trip fill in the coupon and rush it

world. to Computer & Video
r! Hp Games. Robo Competition,

1*®

i^U Priory Court, 30-32 Farring-

don Lane. London EC1R
3ATJ. Closing date for

entries is August IPrh and
regular CSVG competition
rules apply. Get your entry

ROBOTS

BREAK FEVER

v. NnJ-.M
"—

:I

::.
L -

. The 25 runners

Clowder. Herts; PaulTurn'buii "Wash
in; Daniel Jeffreys. kiMon; Paul Lui

.oners Bar; Simon Wolton Fieiis:AFar
Luton; Martin Roper Wbji,; Cat
Daly. P ... i erbo to -.lai-.. Nick Birch Be
Daniel Kardani. Harrow. Pierluiiji Cen

Sansbnry. Kirkby; Harald Vonkman '

" "erby; Lee Sles

WB-, Philip Routledje. S
uisen, Denmark; Ml

Idli; A™:':''

Chrla Whitney G.;atLVi:i

DALEY THOMPSON
COMPETITION

e; Mr A Higian.

THE HOBBIT

undone Michael Flynn. C

Wdodlty S<,i.tfCj[>

i HubIi T Walker '; ',- .:;:.

; "
!

.

1

1

.
. Richard Biggs Jjiji
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SVI
SPECTRAVIDEO

Shoot to win!
Winning is all that matters when playing video games. SVI

"QuickShot" joysticks give you a better grip on games which are

aettinq tougher each day. That's why over 4.5 million have been sold
9

since 1982.

SVI "QuickShot" is the original, award-winning joystick that offers true one-hand

control with features like a hand-conloured controller, thumb/trigger fire button and

suction cups that give the thrill of arcade game play.

SVI "QuickShot" joysticks are getting better each day. They have more winning features than

ever There are models with auto-fire switch, touch-firing pad, interchangeable controllers and

for the latest MSX computers.

Go with the winner and see the wide range ol SVI "QuickShot" joysticks at your nearest dealer.

SVI "QuickShot" Joysticks.

4,500,000 Sold Worldwide.

INNOVATIVE COMPUTING
FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW



Don)* einr thisi

uninspired games ever to disgrac
48k Speorum.
These games were not released,

(hey escaped. You have been warned!
They are so bad, we think: they are

i 'r Buy This is released
S;!v<=

games, although Firebird's James
Leavey says it should be in the 'lead"

He says: "They are a good joke.

ously. WhyPeople take things so se

He adds: "We have

: the games for other machine
- uommodore and the BBC users
should be very grateful."
We've got 30 copies of Don -

! Buy
This to give away, thanks to Firebird.
So how can you win? All you have to
do is send your nominations for the
worst five games currently on the
market.

If we agree, a copy of Don 1 Buy This
could be yours. You never know, if

could lead to a follow-up compilation
— Don't Buy This Again!

C&VG/FIEEBIRD DON'T BUY
THIS COMPETITION

(Please attach this coupon to your
entry)

:sing date is August 16 .



We'lltakeyou beyond
theSpectrum.

QUICKSHOTIIAUTORAPID-rmJOYSTIC

Four great new add-onsfrom Ram, Number One in everything far the |—
Spectrum...

TURBO INTERFACE
Outperforms any other Spectrum Interface Supports Kempston,

Protek, Interlace 2 and ROM cartridge software, with a lull expansion bus at

the rear. TheTurho works with two standard joysticks, making the most of the

Qulckshot ll's rapid-tire action. Features a unique built-in power safety

device. Amazing value at£22.95.

QUICKSHOT IIAUTO RAPID-FIRE JOYSTICK
The top games joystick with its sleek trigger fire button and anauto-lire

swltchfor continuous shooting-a snip at only £9.95.

SPECTRUM INTERFACE
This Kempstpn -compatible interface adds real games power to your

Spectrum. Costs just £9.95.

SPECTRUM UPGRADE KIT
Boost your 16K Spectrum to afull43K, allowing you to run all the latest

and greatest software Only £21.95

Where can you get your hands on Ram's amazing Spectrum add-ons?

You can see them at branches of Boots. Menzies, Greens. Spectrum Group

computer centres, and good computer stores everywhere.

Ram Electronics Weetl Ltd IDeptCVG), 106 Flee! Road, Fleet. Hampshire GU13BPA

Credit Card hoi I'"!- ..-,'.;
.
:,::

. i-i.ve-;; * i
:;,

e _ Spectrum Turbo Interface(s) at £22.95.

QulckshotllJoystick<s|at£9.95.

Spectrum Interface^ at £9.95.

. Spectrum Upgrade Kitfs) at £21.95.

|Pleasf5tatPi5aie3Dw30|

fJDw/SHS)TOTAL£

cheque/postal order charge my Access/Visa

Expiry Date_^' r_

ma postal oidere (7 days tor cru

Ram Electronics {Fleet} Ltd

|DeptCKG),106FleetRO3d, I

Fleet,HampstiireGU138™.
J

SOU and £iparl emjiTOS ft

^
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Nice Password.

Shame about the Identity.

It's a unique combination.

Your Special Identity Number
and Personal Password. The valu-

able key to huge databases teeming

wiih activity, set on our Mainframes
across the nation.

On Micronet 800, you're a
valued individual, adding your own
special flavour and personality to

the database.

Take our excitingnew "Gallery"-

You control your personal screens

forall to see. The inlri Lining "'("hadine"

public conversation service gives

you freedom to express your views

and meet some remarkable people.

All part of a tremendous Com-
munications section that networks

you to 50.000 Micronet and Prestel

users across the country. Try Tele-

shopping, or interview celebrities

live on "Celebrity Chatline" every

Wednesday night.

And there's FREE (& instant)

National [Electronic Mail, plus Inter-

national Telex, ami the Contact and
SwapShop bulletin boards.

Get computer news first on
Micronet" s daily (and contri

Newsflashes" and read up on the

latest reviews and courses. Feast

from our regularly changing menu ol

program' to download straighi into

vour micro - absolutely free.

You also get access to F.duca-

tional Computings ""School I.ink"

and Prestcl's huge JOO.OOO page

database, including world news.

business & share bulletins and
optional homebanking. For only

ill d.50 per quarter, that's li

the price of a daily paper!

Micronet is unique amongst

networks and bulletin boards as it

keeps your phone costs very low with

special local* rate calls whenever

you connect up - that's around 40p
for a whole hours entertainment

each evening.

The only accessory you need is

a Modem, to get the best value for

money around in m'

Fill in the coupon for the full

facts and send to Micronet 800. 8

Herbal Hill, London EC 1 R 5EJ. But

be warned, Micronet 800 is a living'

service with ever-expanding fea-

tures. So maybe you'd be better to

call in at your local Micronet ^00
Action Station. There are thousands

of Micronetters waiting to meet you

!



See Micronet 800 in action!

RH£l>j r 1>.l
:.\i,'Ml KqwnrSi



APPLE CRAZY!
wmmm

Cor! The Farmer's Boy needs quick reflexes to catch

all the falling apples in his basket.

If more apples are caught than dropped, you

up to the next level. But, as the apples then have less

distance to fall, you will need quicker reflexes.

Programmer Max Mills includes one tip. Although

the apples fall randomly, towards the end of each level

they are more likely to fail from the left.

The Farmer's Boy can be controlled with a Kempston

joystick or the q and

You'll see right a table of all the userdefined graphic

characters used in the program. Instead of confusing

the listing by leaving them in, we've changed them

to underlined uppercase letters. So. for instance, if

you see 'A in the listing, go into graphics mode (CAPS

SHIFT+9) then press the 'A' key (you'll see a graphic

character), then press CAPS SHIFT h

to normal text.

Lines S and 7 use symbol graphic!

number keys). When in graphics mode, type the under'

, lined number. If the digit is preceded by sh, then hold

down a "shift" key while pressing the number, to give

the reversed graphic.



BEEP .2,7: BEEP .2,9: BEEP .2,1
1: BEEP .2,12: BEEP .2, III: BEEP
1. 16

20 BEEP .2,12: BEEP .2.7: BEEP
1,12: BEEP .2.7: BEEP .2,4: BEE

P 1,7: BEEP .2.2: BEEP .2,1: BEE
P .2,0

50 RESTORE 60: FOR f =USR "a" T
O USR "g"-7: READ g: POKE f , g : N
EXT f

60 DATA 36, 2(1, 60, 126, 255, 126, 6
0,24.255.255.255.255.255.255.127
.7.255.255.255, 255.255.255.254,2
24.195.BIN 11000101, 195. BIN 1110
ooil. 127. 63. 15. 15. 195. 163. 195. 19
9. 25«. 2 52. 240. 240. 15, 15. 15. 2&. 21

2, 12
100 REM Intra
110 LET po=3: LET str-1
120 INK 7: PAPER 0: BORDER 0: C

LS
130 IF str=l THEN LET z$="

APPLE CRAZY "

140 IF str=2 THEN LET po = 4: LE
T zS

m
by

150 IF Btr-3 THEN LET PO = 5: LE
T z$ " Max Mills

160 IF BtF-il THEN LET Po = .3: LE
T z* " Catch the apples as they
fall
170 IF str-5 THKN LET po=9: LE

T z$ " Use q and w to move your

ISO IF stt' = 6 THEN LET po=10: L
et a =" Press k for Kempston Joy

200 FOR f=i TO 30: BEEP .001.fi
PRINT AT PO,30-f;sS( TO f): NEX

T f

210 LET str> = str-l: IF str = 3 THE
N LET k=0: GO TO 230
220 GO TO 130
255 IF INKEY$="k" THEN LET k=l

: GO TO 270
257 IF !NKEYS»**b" THEN LET k=0

: GO TO 270
260 GO TO 255
270 REM setup
275 CLS
2B0 LET ca = 0: LET d*-0: LET 11

ne=7
290 PRINT AT 0.2: "APPLES CAUGHT
";ca:" MISSED "

; dr L

300 PLOT 0,165: INK 6: DRAW 255 I
.0: PLOT 0.166: DRAW 255.0
310 PRINT AT 2,0: OVER 1; INK 2*



Trouble In StoreforHerbert

MMwmSpectrum 48K £9.95

Commodore 64 £9.95

AmstradCPC 464 £9.95 44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berk*. 0344 427317



EXPERIENCE ONE TO ONE AIR COMBAT WITH MAJOR BILL STEALEY
UNIQUE TWO PLAYER COMBAT- 5 SIMULATED KOREAN WAR AIR BATTLES

miGHLLEY
A dt

3&

W 1L „. \b'M*£MM OTHER TITLES \i J^tTkPtTkCa^ ^ AVAILABLE FROM i'llClUK IUI5C

J CASSETTE £9 95 "
- *BH&mM^- '7m
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Explore the world of Siocla >r
Sinclair User, the monthly magazine, will

ensure thai at! ZXB1 Srj^mjrr jnd QL users ,_.



In the software industry the whisper is ATARI.,

AT US. GOLDWE ARE SHOUTING

ATARI!
lis time the whispering stopped.
The wotd on the street says the
next twelve months will see
A tan really take off.

To reach these new found
heights in computer gaming all

you have to do is zoom down to
your nearest compuc..-: ;

You 11 discover undei :

rangeofsoftwareavniU

ring you back to earth with a
bump.

And we think that's something
worth shouti

^N

V

w

BWlto EUM

D.cfes [).9J CM.tS

My** Strike ft k W.M EIJ.W

Ghost Chase. ».ss £H.«

tt.M EH.W

EMI ,„,,

StnpPok., ».»

Aitet Chilknge ELM

^^ ofKhifltj t»»i

—

'

0J.9J

^^
Slinky tlfli

».«

Snokif ».M

EM.fl SIM)

EM,*! IH.W

CM.M

(I4.9J

IJ.

« 5 *n" iblefromall

: '..I.,. !.,. :.-.
.

... Mi. i. ,i -.-,. , ,;. ,



e4

; " <><><><><><><><><><><><><><>< 490 IF xpo=-l THEN LET xpo=0
> "

50O IF xpo=29 THEN LET xpo=2fl
320 PRINT AT 2,0; OVER 1; INK 2 505 IF SCREEN$ (yap,xap)<>"x" T

:" t + + + + ** + ,.t». T *«+ + + *+* + i. 4. 4.* 4.. + * HEN LET do-l! GO TO 540
510 LET xap=xap+l

330 PRINT AT 3.1i INK U ; "AAAAAA 515 IF xap=31 THEN LET xap = l
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA" 520 GO TO 505
310 PLOT 0, line: DRAW 255,0: PL 510 BEEP .002. yap: LET yap=yap*

OT O.line-1; DRAW 255.0 l: PRINT AT yap-l.xap; INK 0; PA
350 PRINT AT 20. 14; INK 5;" FG PER 0:"x";AT yap.xap; INK 4 ; " A"

";AT 19. 14; INK 5:" DE " ; AT 18,1 550 IF yap>=ypo-3 THEN GO TO 7
it; INK 2; " BC "

00
U00 LET XPO=14: LET ypo=20: LET 580 GO TO 4 50
yap-3: LET spo=17: LET spo2=28 600 IF IN 31=2 THEN LET xpo-XP
405 LET qw=30 o-l
110 LET <3o = 610 IF IN 31=1 THEN LET xpo-XP
120 LET xap=INT ( RND*30 ) -1 : LET o+l
yap = 3 630 GO TO 490
450 PRINT AT ypo.xpo; INK 5;" £ 700 IF xap>xpo+2 THEN LET dl-=d

G ";AT ypo-l.xpo; INK 5:" DE ";A rti: LET qw-qw-l! PRINT AT yap, x
T ypo-2.xpo: INK 3;" BC "

ap; INK 0;"x": LET yap=3: PRINT
460 IF k=l THEN GO TO 600 AT O.spoZidr: GO TO 730
470 IF INKEYI="q" THEN LET xpo 710 IF xap<xpo-l THEN LET dr=d

f+1: PRINT AT 0,spo2:dr: PRINT A

-xpo*l
1: GO TO 730
720 PRINT AT yap.xap: INK 0;"x"

: LET ca-Ca+U PRINT AT O.SPOiOa
: LET qw=qw-ls LET yap-3: GO TO

£) WlJ Jc,^(Q 730
+" zT \y^ > , J/^\\t£/ 730 IF qw=o THEN GO TO 900

c !X*^v*Vi szOy i y 710 GO TO 4 20
900 IF dr>ca THEN GO TO 930: P

RINT AT 10.12; INK 6 ; "PROMOTION

!

^i ^\xlPPv^
905 PRINT AT ypo.xpo;" ":AT

ypo-l.xpo;" ":AT ypo-2.xpo;"

'mm &? ^WT-i 910 LET ca=0: LET dr=0: LET xpo

v^P^v^«I2c1 =14: LET ypo-ypo-1
915 LET llne = line*8: PLOT O.liti

WgLiz? 'C^mm^S^ e: DRAW 255,0: PLOT 0,line-l: DR
AW 2 5 5.0

/' y^^^yj^^^E^^^^^i 917 PRINT AT 10,12; INK 6;"PROM
—-"*<?'&m .ff&wm^^^' jbJ& I

OTIONr": BEEP .5.-5: BEEP .5,-3:

iVOilPft* iL?*?^C*"*'^^^^^F=^ '
/

': BEEP .5, -1: BEEP .5.1

o 1 " '1

1

(H
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229, 162. 611, :

255,255.255.255
16aT07231:READA:PQKEF.fliKE)£T
'024.7071-32: POKEF,PEEK(25600-F1

LCLEASJ":PQKE36a69.255:PS.779,
: N = 0: an-SC-1: POKE36S7fl, 7: NS-1
flJ.2T07B33:POKEF. 11: POKE30720-f F

922T079a3i POKEF. U: POKE307ZO-.F
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1 appear
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s'— one toaccelers the other

|
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59 -A. 3: POKEaOSl- A»BU, 2: PQKE3B77
E3B7ai-A.BU.O
8D53-ATHENPOKEPS.6:POKE307Z0-PS

, 0: POKE3Q720-PS. 6

EXTM, L: POKE36S76. 0; PRINT" [HOME]

BED]HIGH=":H3: PRINT
"[PURPLE] [RVSONJ SPEED: "i ; FORF-
50 -( S + 350 })«0. 01538116): PRINT" [R

INT I t650-(S*330))*0.0153816) ,r0J

"[FlJ"THENS=S-5:NS=NS-2
"{F3J"THENS=S-9:NS-NS-2:IFRNDll

128THENNS.128
1TOS*70:NEXT: FOKEPS. 32: PQKE3687

+ li IFPS-P*21THENN=N--1:GOSUB50D

1 POKE?':: 87 7, 200: F0RL=15TO0STEP- 1 ! POKE3
'S. L: FORM.1TG150: NEXTM, Lx POKE36877.
I PRINT'MHOMEJ [RED] [RVSON] [DOWN] [DOWN]
)WN] [DOWNJ [DOWN] [DOWN] (DOWN] [DOWN] [DOW

"•[HOMEJ [DOWN j [D(

;NPOKE36869.2U0: POKE368:

863 POKE36S76, A: POKE36875. A: POKE363:

B65 QOTOB62
870 POKE36S76. 0! FOKE36 87 5 . 0: POKE36S:

900 DATA215. 2 50, 225. 700.231. 130.225.1
231,130.235.500.-1.-1
1000 POKE36869.2U0! PRINT" [ CLEAR J [RED]

1010 PR1NT-1VELLOW) Is E](s E][s E][
|

s EJLo E][B EJ[S E][a E][B EJ[8 EJ"
1020 PRINT"[DOWN] [BLACKJ IN THIS GA

L090 PRINT" [CLEAR] [DOWN] [DOWNJ

V] [DOWN] [RED] CONTROLS"
1100 FRINT"[DOWN] [DOWN] [DOWN]

[

[RVSONJF3LRVSOFFJ I

.RVSON)Fl[RVSOFFJ i I

.120 PRINT"[DOWN] [DOWN] [DOWN]

(

|
[DOWN] [DOWN] [RVSON] (BLUE! A





YOU

AVlEW™AKlLL
the Computer (Iame
From 7th June,
YOU will become
James Bond

in his first arcade/adventure on
Spectrum 48K, Commodore 64,

Enterprise 64
and watch out for

Amstrad, MSX and others
ie tlebi! my CREDIT CARD Signature





^uildYOUwin
theEAXup?

CouldYOU get a
Newspaper Scoop?

CanYOUavoid the fangs
ofadeadlyspider?

CouldYOUbea
Software Star?



Allthe excitementofarealFishingmutch

p and //w don'thave togetifourfeetwet!
1 believe Match Fishing brings a whole new meaning to computer
entertainment joining up to 8 players in an atmosphere of friendly rivalry

and competition. Combining the power of the computer, its memory
and speed of action with the skill and excitement of Britain's most
popular outdoor participation sport, Match Fishing is the first of its

kind in allowing all players to participate at one and the same time.
Computer enthusiasts, games players and fishing addicts alike, I'm
sure you will enjoy the excitement
as much as I do.'

Alligata Software Ltd 1 Orange Street, Sheffield SI 4DW Tel: (0742) 755796
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6:it _ATAiB.25.3.i6,26.3.g,;

£•;:• IFK=5TH5NFRIN7"ic 1] WELL DONE! VOL

irto print" [hoke] [ :>own ] ; down ;
[down] [rigs

] [RIGHT] [RIGHT] [BIGHT] tSiaHT] "t CHMtZ) i

'level "iK" [cownj /down: ; -.OWN ]
;r,OWNj [DOWh

; DOWN
I

. 3L.WK ! [ DOWN : i
DOWN

: [ DOWN ] [ DOWN ] [ at.

m] [DOWN] [DOWN] [SOWN] : DOWN ]
[DOWN:

I
DOWN j I

IOWlt)(DOWKl»: FORI. OTO1O00: NEXT
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First of all an apology, in the June issue,
we published some pokes lor Sabre Wult
and Jet Set Willy but, going by Ihe

deluge of mail, they didn't work. Sorry about
that, folks' In tuiure, PLEASE test your pokes
carefully before sending them in and mark
which computer they are for.

DRAGONTORC
William How of Nairn (that's Scotland for those who
don't know their geography) has sent in a list of the
Dragontorc spells and their effects.
Once you have opened up fhe leylines and

explored a bit, you will find that not all your
enemies are killed by the Missile Spell — the
winged devils and werewolves are unaffected. To
kill these, you need to find the Warrior Spell which

Merlyn's cave.
In the cave you will find two seals. The Halgor

seal will open the way into the 3anc:ua:v of Halooi
in Wolfwood. It can also be used to remove the
curse on the spiders in the sanctuary. The Return
Spell will help you find an anvil which will destroy
"re crowns of Brigan, Troynova, Dovil and Cantii.
^ave the crystals of anti-magic over the anvil and
ou will have the power to control the HAND found
i the cursed crypt of the western kings. The HAND
ill kill the witch queen of the north.
The Demon Spell found in the ruined fortress of
ie Cantii will have a welcome effect on a demon
rand in Hellsmouth Cavern
The Dragontorc Crowns are found in the cursed

crypt of the Western Kings, the ruined fortress of
the Cantii, Hellsmouth Caverns and the Lost Vaults
of Locris.

Befriend the elves by giving them jewels and
bows — they will repay your kindness. The Heal
Spell will cure snake, spider and werewolf bites
Some of your enemies may pick up something you
want, so if you cant find a key go and try bashing

DEATH STAR
INTERCEPTOR
B. P. Askert from Hertfordshire wrote in with the
following tips for levels 1-4.

Level 1: As you launch, you stray to one side. To
avoid this, push the joystick in the opposite
direction in order to squeeze your spaceship

Level 2; On the first skill level, move your X-wing
to the top-left comer of the screen, then no enemy
craft can hit you. If you're feeling like a zap, move
around the top left comer — shooting diagonally

Level 3: When you appear in the trench move
to the right of the screen and zap the barriers at the
base. When the gun turrets appear stay on the right
- as fai as the X-wing will allow - and zap the
turrets on the right wall. Only the turrets on the left
will fire, allowing you to move up and down to

.. When the

After pace ships will arrive Move ir

the middle and move up and down to avoid the g
r.inet lasftr;; Wait there for the reactor.
Level 4: While in the trench the reactor w

STARION
Here are a couple of tips from Martin Neill,
Greenock. Take the first zone and the hrst '.ir-.e :

wiUgive you the BIBLE. Take this to the n;v- ri
There you will get the EEC. Take this to ±o :;cve

time and you will get the DIAMONDS From the
go to the fifth time. That's where Mann: i-.rr.s

of tips. Who can give the Prof, the rest of the ch

POKE CORNER
Let's - if /„

Pokes for the Spectrum — Kokotoni WiH. hrsr
type Merge"" when the screen comes up four out
of memory then type: -
10 POKE 23693,0:CLEAR 24100;LOAD""CODE'
RANDOMIZE USR 65 100:LOAD""CODE-POKE
43742,0: RANDOMIZE USR 41712

This will give you infinite lives.

Alien 8 — This wj|l give you infinite lives, but,
follow the instructions carefully and type DATA
correctly.

REM ALIEN 8 INF. LIVES
10 LET TOT = 0:FOR N = SOO0O TO 50Q89READ

A j LET TOT = TOT + A:POKEN.A MrX"' K
20 IF TOT <> 10530 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN

DATA": STOP
25 STOP
30 PRINT AT I0,lO:"INSERTTAPE";

RANDOMIZE USR 50000
100 DATA 62,235.55.17.141.5.221.33,203,92 20 8

2.2Vi.i2.K:?.\ :.25-i 2Co.9t.5.4rt.233,33 86 176'

;vl233.%.2:<. 157.135. ;V.3e.23S.:.2-0 21? '(:

243,237,94,33,41,236,229,33,137 97 229 51 51 17
41,236, 1,242, 1 ,33,253,94,253.33,239,96,221 33'

134,98,62,200,237,79. [95 i:i7 07 62 50 24 203
6 2. 201.50.172,173

110 DATA 195,0.99

Type in the program and run it. If you get the— -echeck DATA, keep running the
;. When all is

program til

irell, 1 i 23 a:

i, Load and Run. Now play the whole of the

Now a couple for the Spectrum and the
Commodore from S. Kangis. BJaggerfor the C64 -
tap space bar very quickly and then press CTRL
key + any letter from @ to

| and you go onto a
different screen. Revenge otihe Mutant Camels-
type in GOATS while the cime is playing - the
words CHEAT MODE OPERATIVE come on the
screen, then hi: tlv;KT!sceb,ir H a>v time to ao onto
the next wave.
Now the Spectrum pokes. Guess what game

these are for - JSW. But, I have been assured that
thesedo work. To enter the pokes, type MERGE' ".
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Stop the tape when the first part of the loading
stops Type in the pokes, then type RUN.
POKE 35899.0 Infinite lives.

POKE ., ,

925.0 Takes away Maria
?OKK v:-:45.:: Makes the Banyamret-
POKE 36358,0 Makes Willy jump higher
POKE 37873,0 You get all the objects.

If any of you have pokes for the less popular
machines. send them in. It's the only way they will

get featured on this page.
Here's one for the Vic20 all the way from M.

Fowell in Australia. To get 255 lives on Jet Pac do
the following. Load the loader program without
running it by just typing "Load". Delete line 70
which says SYS 3S7c. Hold s!i::1 down and press
RUN/STOP. This loads the machine code and
places it in the memory. Then type POKE 3 179 .X.

X being any number from 1 to 255.

For player two type POKE 9192, X. Then type SYS
5376 and press RUN/STOP to start the game.
Pokes for the BBC from Lee Taylor, Blackpool.

Chuckie Egg - *LOAD"CH-EGG" (Return) when
it has loaded type, ?&2BFD = 2S0 Return
CALL&39AB (Return) This will give you 250 men

per game.

3D STARSTRIKE
Mich; King I,. n busy a.

a set of hints for 3D Staistrike. On the fust stage,

keep your finger on the fire button and, as your
gunsight self centres, quickly move the gunsight
as far to the top of the screen as you can and keep
it in the middle.

If you do this, you can always blast the ships
before they get close enough to do your ship any
damage. But keep an eye on your laser power as
it will drain very quickly. To boost this power, take
your finger from the fire button — but do this only
in periods of relative calm.
On higher levels, just continually fire as you move

your sight around the screen. The ships come in

so fast that you will hit them alt.

The second stage requires you ; act quickly but
calmly. Do not get so eager that you end up flying

your spacecraft upside down and miss aB the tower
tops. When you get more enemy craft, only shoot
the ones which will hit you and do the damage.
The third and hardest stage becomes easier if you

remember to go under the high catwalks and over
the low ones. This way you don't get as many hitting

you. Also don't swerve from side tq side.
The last level is the easiest. Just hit the two

crosses on either side of the rectangle. When you
hit them, they change shape and flash You only
need to hit each cross once. Then it's back to stage

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION
Peter and Paul from Middlesex have written in with
these hints for all of you still struggling away with
this game. First thing to do is map the game out and
then search any easy rooms you come across. Keep
as many "snoozes" :n store us possible and only
use them when you really have to. A lot of objects

can be searched by a "Search-move, Search-move"
routine. This takes a bit of time, but, you will need
all the "snoozes" for the harder levels. Ret
where the "games rooms" are and use them for

extra snoozes and lift resets. Use the phone! The
bits of puzzle are a puzzle in themselves — some
pieces can be used twice and others are no use at

all.

ELITE
Here are two short methods of increasing your
Credits and Ratings on £7ireby Steven Parker, Hull.

To improve your credits:— When you have
amassed 400 credits, buy a Pulsar Laser. When
asked "Where to put it?" reply O. The c(

will say "Laser Present", then put on yoi

page, showing your credits tc

300-400 credits, KEEP REPEATING THESE KEY
DEPRESSIONS;- f3,5,<retum>,0.
To improve your Kill Rate:— 1. Before k

choose a planet for hyperspace jump. 2

3. Decrease speed 4. Go into rear view. 5. Shoot
at the hatchway of the space station!!! DO NO'
MOVE 1!! 6. Stay in this position for as long a:

possible even when you cannot see the hatchway
— you can still shoot the Vipers exiting from it: Do
No! Chase Vipers Thar Escape!!. When three or
more Vipers have escaped your lasers, use either

an Energy Bomb, your preset hyperspace jump or
;ape pot

Rf.ni- nber you on/yneed la on the

credits, buy military lasers for these p
Matthew Thompson ofBridgewaterhas come up

with a few more tips on this game. As soon as you
have enough credits, travel to a planet of Tech.
Level 9 or higher and equip your ship with a

docking computer, as this will save a lot of time and

.e lasers as these are practically

s. When in combat with Thargoid invasion s

tore the small remote controlled thargon

blel

RAID OVER MOSCOW
Richard Lake from Herts wrote in with these play

Inside the Hanger — try to keep opening the doors
: is gives

out. If you are about to crash into any walls, quickly

press the sapce bar — this will return you
map without losing a stealth bomber. Try tc

least two bombers out of the hanger.

Destroying the Silo — first destroy the surroi

silos, as this will give you more points and a:

bomber per silo. If you now move to abo
centimetre from the left of the screen, you should
be able to kill off many enemy planes without"

shot at. Do this until 30 to fifty seconds from i:

and then destroy the main silo.

US Commandos (bazooka) — first blow u

doors and then the towers — with careful ai

the top towers can be made to fall onto the

gaining double points.



EUROPES LEADING
'ATARI1

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

SOFTWARE
EXPRESS
INTERNATIONAL

iionC.'D-E9.9S/E12.95

COHAN |D)

QUASIMODO (ClDj 9.95/14.

fjr;i avjsb ;:.HESFi <.:-, 9.95/12.

ENTERTAINMENT

00 IC]

.95 DIG DUG (C)

.95 POLE POSITION (C/Ol

-SO MASK OF THE SUN (D)

.95 BOUNTVBOBinOM)

PROGRAMMER PACK

PERSONAL IMPORT & EXPORT SERVICI

IHFQCOMS INVISICLUES E7.H) PER TITLE t ?5p POST & PACKING j

ATARI SERVICE DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN

.;;?-,:>:• m \-i i.:;ECV; software i

SEND SAE FOR OUR PRICE LIST.

31 STONEYHURST ROAD
ERDINGTON, BIRMINGHAM B24 8HA (021) 384 5080
Microsell . . . Microsell . . . Microsell . . . Microsell . ,

CTRUM SOFTWARE r

,



ENTER THE COMPUTER JUNGLE

asai^ 01-309 1111
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< Video Games and US
Gold have learned up to offer ihe best
ever software prize for game-starved

We're offering to give away 30
completely different Atari titles to
three lucky winners.
US Gold are the leading light in the

new resurgence of popularity in the
Ataris. This year alone, they are
planning to release over 40 top quality
American games for the old and new
Trf'Tr,~— —,srre i- am 709476 events.

Atari computers — all 1

in the arcades or the American
software charts.

Among the 30 games, there are
classics like Beach-Head, a
complicated sea and land warfare
game, DaUas Quest, the adventure
game based on the popular American
soapy, Conan the Barbarian, an
excellent climbing game modelled on

books and PacMin which, of course,
needs no introduction.

All you have to do is to answer the

three simple
the coupon and rush it to US Gold
Competition, Computer & Video
Games, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon
Lane, London EC1H 3AU.
The thirty games are Beach-head,

Strip Poker, Aztec Challenge, Caverns
of Khalka, Forbidden Forest. Slinky.

Bruce Lee, Dallas Quest, O'Riley's
Mine, Pooyan, Zaxxon, Snokie, ffato

Commander, Spitfire Ace, Solo Flight,

F1S Strike Eagle, Fort Apocalypse,
Blue Max, Drelbs, Dropzone, Pole
Position. Dig Dug, Mr Do. Pac Man,
Conan. Quasimodo, Ghost Chaser,
Mig Alley Ace and Miner 2940er.

o°."e^
ra

fEV.



A520ST
power without the price

ATIRI 520ST SPECIFICATION MACINTOSH V Fie V 520ST

— I

iftu iiPwcafntTMi""

& IB
PMICE ]EZJIBJE1.362| £7flfl_

PRESS COMMENT

<512K RAM *B/W MONITOR
, MOUSE *SOOK 3.5" DISK DRIVE
• GEM *KEYBOARD (95 KEYS)

£749
»E ARE THE UK s N01 ITUI SPECULISTS

fflffi
@ 01-309 1111

PLEASE SEND ME FREE LITERATURE
ON THE NEW ATARI S20ST COMPUTER

•*>&





SUPPLIER: English Software

PRICE: £14 95 cassette.

£17.95 disc

Three volumes of five games

noney even if you don't like all

(he games.
For some strange reason,

Jet Boot JacK(JBJ) is included

in each volume.

wk J-;-.? rivv;. Ou'J Snmes

Breath of the Dragon and
\'t:i:<'j!ic ;, Daughters. Volume
rhree consists of J8J
Stranded. Diamonds. Robin

HoorJand Citadel Warrior.

leal : gh

Theca

• Graphics
• Sound
• Value

8
8

10
10 gamels"

Still a winner:

• Graphics
• Sound
• Value
• Ptayability

7

7

8
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Compumart

s.
BLANK DISKS

Quality Si" Single Sided/Double Density Blank Di:

Buying in bulk has enabled us to supply these disks at

Best Prices in the U.K.

With a LIFETIME WARRANTY
of 10 5i" SS/DD Blank Disks including labels and write protect tabs

ONLY£9%
Buy 5 Boxes and get a FREE Storage Case worth over £1 0! !

!

50 Si" SS/DD Blank Disks in a FREE Perspex Storage Case

ONLY £49-.

«

Goods despatchedunw day Disks 1st class
[

Postage A Packing . . . . Add El .00 pef box erf disks, £5.00 per bo> of 50 and C3.00 per Item of

Please send cheques,' postal orders to;- Compumart, 71 Gracedieu Road, Loughborough, tele*. LE1 1 0QF
Tel: (0509) 869359



fe ^ j^^lfelbourne House

Get the game everyone is talking about: STARION for the 48K Spectrum

• CRASH SMASH: "astonishing, astounding, phenomenal. . .

well startling, doesn't even begin to say it." ^^^^^—^^^^^—
• CVGGame of the Month: "don't hang about waiting for Elite, rush

out now and grab a copy of Starian."
• Sinclair User: "Melbourne House has come up trumps with

Starion."

se (Publishers) Ltd. Trade enquiries coll 01. 910 6064

Q&TF onoUr24ho
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HIM
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COlaiFBpACB
PRICE £7.50
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THE ATARI FILE

lunny thing, the home com]
business. Market a computi

= in the home, Lite Aim d.

sack i: 1979. when t.

released the Atari 400/800
:

and nobody takes them seriously as
computers! Other manufacturer;;, such
as Apple, couldn't believe that Atari
could actually manufacture a real
computer, after all Atari just made
games machines, didn't they? In fact
what Atari did was to manufacture a
computer which had superior features
to the Apple, and at a much cheaper
price.

Way back in the li i 70s.

terms. Tandy and Apple
were being used mainly f(

and educational purposes, and the
thought of JUST playing games on
them was abhorrent to a lot of people
Then Atari came along with a new
range of cheaper machines which had
Player/Missile (Sprite) graphics, 4
channel sound generators, built-in
joystick ports and cartridge software
slots features previously unheard of
in home machines. And what
happens? Well, people think they are
lust higher priced, super-duper games
machines, and Atari find that they have

BY PHILIP MORRIS

a problem in actually trying to market

At the time, the market had not yet
developed to the stage where home
computers were regarded as the best
machines for games and entertain-
ment generally. The Atari VCS, Mattel
inteliivision and other American

dominated the market f-u games, with
all the titles on cartridge at around 30
dollars each.
Well, you would haye thought that

the software companies who jumped
in to produce games software on
cassette and disc for the Atari

say 10-15 dollars, to expand the sales
of the new "games" machines, thus
reducing the costs of manufacture for
Atari etc, etc If this had happened
right from the start, Atari could have
quickly dominated the scene in much
the same way as Sinclair did with the
Spectrum in the UK
Unfortunately, the software houses

thought that they could stick to the 30

producing
softwatft in the Strips have dropped
like flies over the last 2-3 years, leading
to a shortage of new Atari titles,

leading to a drop in sales for Atari.

Until Jack Tramiel came to the rescue.
Of course, Atari's attitude towards

software companies in the old days
did not help. They appeared to go out
of their way to make it difficult for new
companies to produce quality
software, by restricting act-ess to viral

programming information, by not
approving "unofficial" memory
upgrades (which boosted the sales of
the Atari 400 model, incidentally!
By i

npanies whose efforts would have
greatly expanded the market for the

Atari machines. Atari, in
effect .

i thro
. Now

icade::,hir> Atari

effort to help those companies utjo;-.

whose products A tan s very existence
may come to depend!
The sad fact about the above

sequence of events is that by now
Atari would have dominated the world
market for low price home computers.
if only the marketing people at the
time had seen sense and decided to
market the machines at the prices at

which they are available today. But the
people in charge made enough
mistakes for ten companies, let alone



MEMORIES
ARE MADE
OF THIS

. Tr.

nks for the memory — that's

ige to Alari boss Jack
for the new Atari

cheap 128k home computer,
deiiionstraies thai the technology and
dcsiyn oftne first Atari was way ahead
of iis ume back in the late 70s when
they weie introduced.
Clever entrepreneurs, like Clive

Sinclair, weie quick to see thu market
for low price machines, even if they
.ac.-ted most of the features that the
first Ataris had. and »ocn the 5pecti,n:i

became the cheap enleuainmeiit
computer that the Atari machine had
tried to become. But now wilh the
advances in technology. 128k
computers with proper keyboards
picpsr sound chips and specially
desic.;,^; jiaphios ch.ps a:,' ..vailable

from Atari for less than £200, opening
the way foi more software companies
:o produce Lj.in.cs at the same prieos
'hat other puopie pay for Spectrum,
CBM 64 and Amstrad games.
The next two years will undoubtedly

see the launch of more sophisticated
machines from not just Atari, but also
Commodore and the MSX manufac-
ture;-, all aiming at educating the
public iu 16/3; bn process's with the
"promise" of faster machines,
superior graphics and cheapo puces
As long as the hardware manu-

iac hirers follow the right path, and
help the software companies, then
there should be room for most of the

without the "Computer Wars" that
have been waged over the last two or
three year*, We all know thai competi-
tion ;s healthy, and generally in the
interest ofthe consume:: .u we should
be able to look forward to more
sophisticated gati.es. satisfying a

widening range o! interests with the
onipha.-js on LOW PRICES, most of all.

If the American software companies
lea.ise this now. then the fufcre foj
new titles for Atari machines looks
very healthy. If they do not, then Jack
Tiarn.ci should .-.Mil lo worry right
NOW!!!

The XE 130 is the first Atari onto the
market that has received the Tramiel
treatment. At £169.99 for 12Bk RAM, it

represents a remarkably good deal.

But it is the imminent arrival of the
Atari ST range that is causing the real
exdtemer.i. The 520 ST - which is

512k of RAM — is expected to sell at

between £600 and £700. The price will

include a separate 600k three and a
half inch floppy disc drive.

Both the S20 ST and its companion
130ST have 1 92k ROM, expant

of 320k via the

i this

«the

>rk of

, boosts

slot.

With the new Atari computers,
Tramiel certainly seems to be deliver-
ing his much vaunted sales philosophy
of "Power Without the Price."

At the launch of the XE 130 earlier

this year, Atari (UK) Sales and Market-
ing Manager, Rob Harding, saic

price. What we have done is t

latest chip technology so that w
made one new chip do the w

decreases cos

And by sheer volume of manufac-
turing. Atari hopes to keep its costs

way below those of its rivals.

Tramiel, the founder and former
head of Commodore, bought Atari in

July 1984 and immediately set about
streamlining the company with the

promise that it would provide
technology for the "masses not

introduced in 1978 with the 400 and
BOO models. These were updated in

1983 with the Atari 600X1 and BOOXL,

HELPLINE—
If you have any queries or problems
relating to Atari or its product!
why not call Atari's Helpline on (0
309 7770.

The Helpline is staffed throughout
the week and It now operates
Saturday as well.

Although the product was good and
reliable, the UK mass market saw the

machines as out of its price range.
Tramiel intends to change all that —

not only with the new range but also
by cutting the price of the older

This means that an Atari 800XL with
64k RAM and Atari BASIC built-in can
now be bought for around £129.99
compared with £249.99 previously.

Supporting peripherals such as the

1010 program recorder now sell for

£34.99(previously£49.99)andthe IOS0

disc drive for £199.99 (previously

£299.99).

Atari's software was also overpriced
in the UK. Titles that sold for around
£30 can now be bought for around
£7.99.

Added to the fact that most of Atari's

software is compatible across the
whole range of computers, many
independent software houses should
now be encouraged to produce their

own titles for the Atari.

range is very extensive both for games
and utilities.

For example, the ATARIWRITER
wordprocessing cartridge can be
bought for £39.99 while ATARI LOGO,

cartridge, costs £69.99. There are also

teach yourself courses on foreign
languages and BASIC programming.
So there's little doubt ofthe potential

now being displayed by Atari.

headed by the Spectrum and the
Commodore 64. though, in many eyes,

Amstrad has now firmly staked its

claim as the number three machine.
Will Atari be able to break the

stranglehold on the market?
Atari boss. Jack Tramiel, is confident

of once again becoming a formidable
he personal computer

;t Cvn:.

will 1

potential is ever realised. If n
could well be just thanks
memory, Atari.



should I say lack of it -

T

Of ihe few Telarium (ex-Trillium)
adventures I have played,
Dragonworldis by far the best. One of

is I say this is because it was
le in which I was able to play

t>om beginning to end without having
to go through one of those — dare I say
it
1 — silly arcade games! That, for me,

in the downfall in other games

Then again, if Adventures
quick burst of arcade action a
ihing, you can take such ;

ilirough the game and that.

ith a

play, I found the Atari version more
exciting, whilst The number of arrows

Commodore got a bit maddening at

times. This was mainly due to the fact

that I killed a monster but the
computer was still carrying on combat
commands from one move back.

If you have not played a version of
the game before, then you might not
even notice this effect. Overall, a good
Adventure, worthy of its translation.

• Personal Rating: S
Paul Coppins

[

I

Just as in real life, there is no right
o: wrong way to go about things. Each
time he plays, the adventurer may find
new and better ways of solving the

In fact, in many ways, the game
reminded me of Sorcerer of
<:!aymoigue Castle in that you
CW use things you find in a multitude
iil different ways. Use the wrong item
in the wrong place and you'll event-
^.dly come screaming to a halt, I

h*sten to add!
Most of the action

Kandesh. acitytypicalofitstime, even
down to the bazaar where it is possible
to meet a tailor who bears a remark-
able resemblance to a certain cartoon
Dungeonmaster — not that I watch it,

of course!
It is even possible to take your good

friend Hawkwind for a quick drink in

the bar. He's a great guy, always on
hand to offer advice or help in any
sticky situation that might arise. (Just

like the Adventure Helpline plus
drinks, eh JSTeithJ?

Diagonworld has some really great
graphics, and for once, much to my
delight, I left them on the whole way
through this olassic — a first for me, I

Also, from time to time you are
treated to a short burst of music to
highlight reaching a milestone in your
quest to free the last dragon in

I Dragonworid.
I Right — now for some of the not-so-
I good points] One example is when I

I tried to cross the castle courtyard with
I a young prince I had rescued from the
I assassin's dungeon. I wanted to

disguise the prince with an assassin's
cowl and I found I could not do so
without a spare one. But I was carrying
five of them at the time! Not to worry,
the problem was soon solved another
way — remember that I said earlier
there were many ways of solving a

The other idea I'm not too sure about
is having coded clues on the back of
the instruction booklet — rather tike

leaving a bag of sweets in reach of
young kiddies, as far as adventurers
e concerned! And, of course, the

Commodore disc loading speed — or

100

•REVIEWS* Bnsasi^a
After recently playing Cities 'O ' from
Imperial Software (C&VC June,
Personal Rating S), 1 was none too
keen to load a second offering from
the same source, in a similarly plain

looking inlay. One shouldn't be in-

fluenced by the packaging of course,
but it's difficult.

The game started by telling me
about yet another evil wizard and how

bU book, staff, h
cloak, a tope I st held

No doubt any Atari adventurer of long
standing will have heard of, if not
played the Temple of Apshai Now
CBS Software, with the aid of Epyx,
have made this available on a

To. give this new version a good try,

I blew the dust off my old Atari copy
and loaded both to see how they
compared Before I give my verdict,
"d better tell those adventurers un-
imiliar with the game just what things

ased on

vanished!

It returned very quickly as I got into

the game. A variety of original
locations, and some surprise ways of

finding new exits, combined with well-

written and fairly lengthy descriptions
to make an interesting game.
My journey took me through a room

of seven mirrors into a forest and a
magic garden, whilst other routes led
to the troll king rest room, from where
his castle could be explored.
Eventually I came across the troll

king himself, standing by a rickety

bridge and demanding the return of

his crown before he would allow me
across! Well, I didn't have it for sure!

The input can be the usual two
words most of the time, but longer
phrases are supported, increasing the

optio for
Being in machine code, the

response is immediate and the replies,

although not identifying an invalid

word, do give a clue as to whether a

s packed full of hidden

re hidden by concealed doors, make the t

e already in. This t

open

The two different versions are ven
milar and the dungeons seemed
all respects to be the same down K

le position of the traps and secre
doors. The new Commodore versior
does have much better coloui
graphics and sound effects, although

is up to that standard, the size of the

game is obviously not. Oh — that and
the maze! I HATE mazes!
Perhaps a little overpriced at £8.95,

Curse of the Seven facesis for the 48k

Spectrum from Imperial Software of

Imperial House, 153 Churchill Head,
Poole, Dorset, Tel:

have been at the 0202-721666.

expense of keyboard response. •Personal Rating: 7

For that reason, in my eagerness to Keith Campbell
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1

disc game in the Windham
: series from Spinnaker
and it falls right between the
nd tern categories. There are

*ien skil] with a joystick is

necessary to be able to make progress
— there are also problems to be sorted

The method of play is by joystick
only, but text commands can be
entered by pulling the joystick
towards you and pressing the button.
You are then presented with a list of
verbs (tent icons perhaps?) and by
moving a highlighting cursor across
them and pressing the button, you can
select the verb you want. A suitable
reply will then replace the verb list.

In this underground world you must
manipulate Alice to run, jump, crawl
and crouch, to get to many of the
locations in the game. If Alice is in
possession of a parasol, then she can
floai downwards instead of falling

abruptly, (for which there is a time
penalty) should she miss her target
when she jumps. While in "parasol"
mode, which is achieved by holding
the Ere button down, she can also be

There is a large adventure map, and
I each picture is read in from disc as
I Alice moves from one location to

time. You can question what day it is,

but the time of day is displayed on a
number of clocks that are part of the
furniture in some of the locations.

I found Alice yast about scraped into

the Adventure category — but you
need a good joystick handl It is a

charming game which should delight
the younger computer games player
and plenty of older ones as well.

Alice is from Spinnaker Software for

Commodore 64, Apple II, and IBM PC.
• Personal Rating: 8

Keith Campbell

•REVIEWS*

horse, a temperamental cook and a
bedroom-infesting By!

chamber as evil as he seems? Will the

butler ever serve that jugged hare?
And oh dear — when will the wizard
stop his imitation of the Wizard of

Frobozz? Still, that will hardly wony
Amstrad and Spectrum adventurers
who are unlikely to have seen his

Ashkeron is a very playable
adventure from Minorsoft and is

destined, I think, to become very
popular. It is for the 48k Spectrum and
Amstrad CPC464,
• Personal Rating-. 7

Keith Campbell

Following hot on the heels of Island of
Xaan comes Assassin from Robico
Software, another machine code text

Adventure for the BBC.

.-'.nhe-l.

:h to graphics. It is

walk-thru" graphics
tions opening out in

ore your very eyes,
quite an apt description, but

You are Hick Hanson — Special
Agent — and find yourself in a disused
railway station. Most of the buildings

are closed down and boarded up and
the platforms are sealed off Only the

thunder through, heading towards the
dark entrance of the tunnel just up the

There is trouble in store for you if

you try to leave, in the shape of a
mysterious character hiding behind a
parked car outside. There is also

danger from within, for a stranger in

dark glasses and upturned collar is on
the prowl, and he's none too friendly!

An explosive tape recorder — so

which is to assassinate Genetal
Garantz, who is "threatening to nuke
the lot of us", The message suggests
you stay overnight at

effective.

The graphics window occupies the
top third of the screen. Moving east or
west "slides" the picture across left or
right a frame — you can hear it

brushing past! Going north or south
causes the picture to "split open", for

"
' description.

Til--:

e thai

Mov
r to the 3D scrolling Adventu;

n characters,
s the Queen of Hearts, the
ise, a white rabbit, and even
arroll himself. When you meet
someone, if you can get them
you a song, from then on you
sing it. Singing a song to some-
—"- s has pleasing results

joystick.

Talking of text, then
it Events happen i

thinking and there ar

- .lill!

seful a. vityl

s place over 65 days and
vents and exits depend upon
n the right place at the right

vhilst you
' characters you
SAY TO BOY

"SADDLE HORSE". Shades of Hobbit!
The objective is to find Eve treasures

stolen by the wizard and return them
to the princess before crowning her.

All this takes place in a castle which
houses, among other things, a frisky

descriptive, as in "...rusty patches
surround the bulbous rivets that line

the metal walls ..." However, there
seems little point in such descriptions,

when they apparently have no use.

EXAMINE RIVETS merely gets the

reply I CAN'T GUESS, the game s way
of informing you it doesn't understand.

This phrase is repeated all too often in

reply to commands which the player
will very likely use to try to crack the

problems.
The method of escaping from the

station — assuming I am on the right

track — is cleverly implemented. But

although I have escaped, I have not
yet managed to get through the tunnel,

let alone reach the next village.

Adventures are problem games, but
this one is very frustrating for its lack
of clues coupled with its poor



command vocabulary and CAN'T Qui

The SAVE GAME option is n
naual in that it

i. Thisc
a file name

if you inadvertently type in a non-
existent file name when you try to

restore a saved game, as the computer
will lock up and you will have to

reload the main program.
I really did persevere with this

game, but ended up with one big
guestion. Why do British Rail only
employ aggresive guards expert in

Oriental fighting techniques on then-
goods trains? And why do their trains

only run in one direction?
Assassin is for the BBC B from

Robico.
• Personal Hating: 6

Keilh Campbell

Down at Fag End. Bimbo is talking to

Grandalf. They are seeking a lemming-
like individual for a suicide mission.
Guess who walks in?

Yes, it's you — fresh from a party of

belching boggits "Catch", remarks
Bimbo, and throws you a small gold
ring-like object. With astonishing lack
of deftness, you catch it.

Perhaps the single most famous
computer-graphics picture in the
world is that of a comfortable tunnel-

like room with a green door, and this

is where you now find yourself. The
room is complete with green door and
purple carpet — the only thing that's

Thus you learn your quest as Fordo
Faggins, a feeble yet fat boggit,
favourite nephew of Bimbo, and
cowardly star of Bored of the Sings.
You must take the ring to the black

Land of Dormor. and destroy it! But
first you must go to Rivendull and
Smelrond.and in the company of your
friends Spam, Pimply and Murky.
So you head east and before long

come across Farmer Faggot's Triffid

Farm, where many barrels of ale are
stacked against a wall. "Drink Ale" of
course! "Fordo drank the ale, hic-

cupped twice, threw up all over the

place, fell over and felt much better."
So Fordo heads off to the River Brand-
name, whose source is the Great Burst

Water Pipe and which is crossed by
what looks remarkably like the Clifton

suspension bridge. Go on, work it out!

Bored of the Rings is a must for

Hobb/fhaters, and lovers of parody. It

has large amounts of text in a Gothic
character set which will, at the very
least, bring a smile to your face and

is which only display

>f-the-mil

anyway,
it comes in three parts on cassette

or microdrive and each pari must be
completed before proceeding to the

explore and, although I nowhere near
visited them all, the map provided in

the instruction book shows such
places as Berkwood and
Bewilderland.
There's even the Land of the Cruel

the fi

type LOOK.
Perhaps the most surprising thing is

that it was written with the Quill and
Illustrator. I say surprising because it

does not have the look of a typical

saying "1 see ..." followed by a list of

"Upon further careful opticular con-

templation ofthe immediate surround-

ing environment, I End the following"
and then the list. Unusual the first time

round, maddening by the tenth.

But it doesn't end there! Should you
type a command that the program
doesn't understand, such as "Move
nibble" at the blocked mountian pass,

you will receive the following
message: "Unfortunately your sub-
human linguistical attempts at simple
communication are beyond me. Try
conversing in the Queen's English

I

!
ous thing to put in any Advent
a vocabulary any smaller than the

standard set by Infocom. Best to play

safe, on the basis that the programmer
is more likely to have made an
error of omission in the vocab., than

the player a typing or spelling error.

Overall, the game performed well,

but didn't hold my interest for very

long and the attempts at humour wore
thin very quickly. What 1 did like was
the squelchy sound every time I

pressed a key. ]ust what I thought a

The Helm is for 48k Spectrum from

• Personal Rating: 5
Keith Campbell

Reviewers. Perhaps that's where I

should head — for one of the replies
shows the game has no class. Yes, I

spoilt it all by typing HELP!
Bored of the flingsis from Delta 4 for

48k Spectrum, cassette version at

£5.95, microdrive version at £8.9S.

• Personal Rating: 8

Keith Campbell

The Helm is another Spectrum game
written using the Quill and is text only.

The object is to find and restore the

sacred and powerful Helm of Immor-
tality, currently held by the evil Lich.

I groaned inwardly as I read about the

plot — about as original as a sandwich

The Adventure lived up to my
expectations in terms of its plot and
problems — nothing special, as they
say. Locked chest in first location.

Solution — open chest with key I am
carrying. Get knife since it's sure to be

climbable rope hanging from tree.

Solution — cut tope with knife. To be
fair, they do get more difficult, but
seem rather mundane.
What does make the game different,

though, is the style of text. Instead of

t plot i the

The main idea is that the world is about
to be destroyed by an evil force called

Goroth, the Serpent from Hell. You,
being the last remaining Knight of the
Hound Table, have to find the sword
Excalibur and destroy Goroth.

It may be a good idea to quote from
a legend, but when you get two of

them muddled up and then produce
a bad game, it's asking for trouble!

The program is written in a mixture
of Basic and machine code, so the

responses are quite fast, but the

vocabulary lets the game down.
n the I

lat they seemed a

complete wast of time and memory.
Serpen; iron

Simon Marsh I

The C iSVG Adventure Club is praying

My ! With over 1,000

news ;c andT
&$

I-.il space fo another chance



ADVENTURE
CHAT
The Helpline isn't just a series of
problems and clues! Many readers
write to express their views on Adven-
ture games, and ideas for the column
- like Gareth Williams of Swansea!
"How about a poll to find the favourite
ending of an Adventure?'' he asks
He continues: "People could let you

know a score out of ten and you could
work out the average and print the top
ones each month!" Gareth goes on to
say his favourite Adventure endings
are TKV: B. Hobbk: ?. Hulk. .!: a:

; d
Advent tire/and: 2.

Another idea comes from Mark
Hardwidge of Tonypandy. "I have
decided to ask you to initiate a new
Hall of Fame in the Adventure world,"
says Mark, "It will be called 'Adven-
ture in which it is impossible to make
progress' and let me have the honour
of putting forward the first nominee —
Jewels ofBabylon. This game is totally
without any logical progression. How
in the name of Adams are you
expected to win through if the game
gives you no leeway whatsoever?"
Matthew Rily of Northfield, Birming-

' -idvsr "Plea
relay a message to Melbourne House

descriptions in Lards of the P;n.is :t.s:

for graphics. A true comic lsm.v.!.-

prefers to do without these altogether
- and not just have a graphics off

consumed," he suggests.
Rainer Fuchs writes from Frankfurt

about getting past the Cavemen in
Lords otTime. He has managed to do
it the "wrong" way!

"If you offer the oaveman more than
one object, eg GIVE MIRROR AND
SHOVEL, the Fairv O.n-ri i-or -<•=
Zone ' "

problem he adds: "But what do those
cavemen REALLY want?" That shows
that the true adventurer ia never a
happy cheat - he just HAS to km-"'
the right answer!
C&VGhas a large number of readers

in Germany, and many have wtitvn 'o
the Helpline over the past couple of
years. Now here's an unusual appeal
for help! Actung, German reader:;
Brian Longstaff of Sheffield is attend-
ing Adult Education classes in German
and hit upon the idea of takmg alono
some German language adventures'.
as a learning aid. Unforj-rateW
despite contacting some Cernar
friends, and looking around in the UK
he has not been able to End any!

Brian's search may soon be over for
up in Birmingham at Adventure Inte
national UK, Mike Woodroffe and h

into Spanish and German Fir:

language will be Spanish and the fir;

game will be Gremlins, followed t
Hulk.

"Mike's getting quite good i

Spanish." hk wife Pat told me, "he's
wandering round all day muttering
phrases like "un enjambre de
hormigas" and "Acuerdo Pesadillo"*

In the meantime, if there are any
German readers who know of any
German produced Advpnnre' i.i. j; u

let me know so I can pass on the
information to Brian. Details of the
software company, micro and price
would be most useful!

"Translation: A swarm of ants.
Remember Nightmare.'

Tuesday morning he will not t

tell ynu to rry acraiir Ardre-.v W^—£
Swansea wins a T-shirt for 'hi

A-LEVEL
CHEATING
Ivan Lamont and his friend Simon
Walsh were slaving awav ir. D-.:b:in

and fell drastically behind sched^e.
S3 they starts c ;;t!!;v -jaing :he "i:sual
Level 9 verb check": FOR I

:
-

. SLOG
TO «, 7C D

: 1 Vu - "'
I
^-..

: I F
J "-.: ,- - 1 VDU

J°'c:NEXT ELSE NEXT
"Nothing unexpected," says Ivan.

Then they had a really sneaky idea.
What about restoring the game with
some dummy location files? They
found some really interest! no thtn.tjs.

"So here's what you do," explained

Save your best game pos:!ir>n and
then hit BREAK. Type: PACE ft gun
*LOAD"ADVDAT" OEOO
When it's loaded, quite a few object

positions are held b-'wee-i A inno and
&1 169. Set them all to one room 'say
room S24 beside the fence' and save
riiinu- -SAVE "AnvDAT" 0FO0 IFF

ppear

ELEMENTARY
CHEATING
In the Spectrum version of Sherlock.
when Lesrrade is at Kings Ctoss Road
on the way back to the

and disappear together with the Cave-

cask of ale from the bartender "

Of course, Rainer knew (his wan't

on Monday evening, one move before
he climbs into the cab say to cabbie
"Go to Bishop's Road" or any place

the right way to go about things, so
ment, as he cannot get out, so early on

IMPASSIONED
PLEAS
"Dear Lord Campbell," writes Kieran
O'Donnell of Dundalk, "Ruler of
Pimaniacs, Lord of the asylum ;nd all

round jolly good fellow!" I get the
feelingl'mbeingsoftenedup.. "We
are nearly there 1:1 W'Hosphe: s Ones:
We are masters of the ME paxw:-:.
we've cheered 'he octopus, fed tin..

mouse, found Spors tho eiepham run?
iiway fimr. us ir. tenor. o:r! howdn <••;

tret ojt o'. the cell full of holes?
"Philosopher^: Ones; will bite the

dust yet: We do not give in!" I can't



GOT A p
?°"ll,TH CAMPBELL S A" 0RY

help! Who can?
Mark Eldridge is one of many

troubled by the EureJcas.'How can he
get past the guard outside the bunker,
out of the plantation without getting

killed, into the Roman army camp or

past the robbers?
In Castle ot Tenor, Steve King can't

find a stake to kill Dracula Although

flies off out of the window.
Clare Ward of Barnsley has

explored several rooms in the Castle

of Tenor, but not been able to gel out

of the roon '
"

. the
arded!

s better than any German
nagazine. "So please don't

disappoint me — help me out of my

IS IT ONE OR
NOT?
When is an Adventure no
Adventure?
The picture has changed com-

pletely since I was a lad. Fust there

was the graphical Adventure, with a

played as you entered. Then came a

new breed — the so-called arcade
Adventure — which made its debut on
machines such as the Atari games
computer and soon found its way on

'hen graphics and memory

RAPID
REMEDIES

diiemi i! I «
e help,

a little. So who can help prove that not

only is C&VC the best magazine
around but that its readers are the best

wants to know what direction to take

from the Puerto Rican docks; to get to

can he do, other than running, to get

into better shape in Mission ^sreroid
Who can help an old man called

Martin Jordan across the road in Pub

My heartfelt thanks to everyone who
has written in with the solution to

crossing 'he lake in Commodore
Quest. I hope I've managed to write

to you all individually, but can't

mention you all here or the Helpline

would take up an extra page!

is in the stone ruins of The Island, he
is sure the treasure is there, as the

riddles '..! ['.mi it will be in a place of

worship, is he right?

And lina.ly. "Pleas

were up to

This type of Adventure is all

graphics and no words, relying on

id to pick up objects. Not

Bain, v

how
rich I h

*Eyec

Help comes this month from Mark
Eldiidge, Jason Karklins, Chris

Merchant, Brian Lucas, Wayne
Gooderham. Paul Williams and Peter

« ;rpJJ3

asMOd jo own

l
BAOS

quite like

games, it tends to rely more on joy-

stick technique than problem solving

A new and very popular example is

Castle Questand, although I have not

played it, this seems by all accounts

to have more genuine problems than

the average arcade Adventure.

A hybrid between graphical vr.'.i

arcade Adventure is the 3D-scrolling

Adventure,
Then there's the strategy/Adventure

as in Lords of Midnight and Shadow-
fire. Shadowfire does have a small

amount of text, but uses icons in place

of words to issue commands. Once the

method of controlling the game is

mastered, Shadowliie becomes an
intriguing game and it will bo interest-

ing to see this technique developed
further, as. surely it will.

So from now on, the Adventure

section of C&VC will be confining

itself to Adventure games that don't

rely purely on skill in handling a

joystick.

Which brings me to the big problem
of the month! Shall I review Alice in

Wcr.derijnd from Spinnaker Soft-

ware? This game breaks all the rules

.(ueiilOtf] VS3AH3

VWVV RHAi StlOAZJUtiSH

IQN1SIA 3HJ. HIU3

m SJI MSU. Ol Sf(f6FU! aV PSSJ
Mil/a JO 3A3
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ARCADE ACTION I

—
.;;»•;« ^F* ^ INDOOR

SOCCER

PS into a mining cart and Hfa^fi|

er coaster ride into the H
i:hs. lumping chasms and '^HnS.

ai«all II - The Lost Caverns H
n enjoyable game though H

pipF

Cheerleaders bounce onto the
field, kick their legs and
wiggle their bottoms. It'stime

teams stroll onto the pitch.

earn, taking the ball straight
o the goal. The blue team

find lost A chopper takes

await Harry and deafening. Ar

you in. The have none - and you are no
ngly under offered much cover in you
ush of air mad dash across each screen

ing at 7 to 0.

place. The gar
then the whis

nflerground. a grenade that ne
n the murky ishing, you creep
that must be Trapped! Six

orwatd. defined in cartoon style cr^rtrsfo
creen. Harry guerillas appear, fi

Hornless pit, ally at you. Bulle s scream thing is that revolting shade o shovel in more

A



i Be only atyour peak as

you enter the HYPER
SPORTS stadium to compete in six NEW

exhausting events in this state ofthe art

> simulation -the officially

1 endorsed version of the
' No. 1 arcade game.

*&&£. Continuing the challenge *]«£*
NOWwhere Track and Field' left off.NOW



SHEKHANA COMPUTER SERVICES



COMPETITION
MASTER
OF THE
LAMPS
Journey with uaioa mystic !and and
meet the Master of the Lamps
That's the magic prize in another

great Computer & Video Games
competition which is full of eastern

promise.

Our friends at Acuvision have made
available 25 copies of their latest spell-

binding game for you to win.

Master of the Lamps allows you to

embark on a three-dimensional magic
carpet ride into an incredible world of

genies and danger.
You have to solve riddles of music,

memory and colour in order to help a

young prince reconstruct magic lamps
and recapture mischievous genies.

Here's how you can win a copy of this

great game Below are printed four

spells — or rather mis-spells What you

have to do is rearrange the letters in

order to reveal the Hue meaning.

1) FOETH MALPS TERSAM
2) INDALA
3) SIONTIVIAC
4) POMCUTER DAN EODIV MEAGS
Send your answers, with the printed

coupon, to Master of the Lamps Com-
petition, Computer & Video Games.
Priory Court, 3CK12 Farringdon Lane,

London EC! 3AU Closing date is

September 16 and the editor's decision

15 final.

L I Answers;

L



Dear C&VG,
I wish lo make a comment
about your April issue. I

hope you will consider my
suggestion, especially as it

will not affect your

The star not only offends
me. it could mean that I

;an no longer buy my
"avourite games magazine.

r. In uldji
:sof

like to keep on reading
C&VG. and may I remind
you of your stance against
Raid over Moscow which
you thought was offensive.

Besides you are not losing
any of your Jewish readers
if you use something other
than a Star of David.
Same! Shuli.

Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates.
Editor's leply: Well, we
changed our Stai Games
sign before we received
your letter, Samer — we

politically sound!

KUNG FU TAKES

A BEATING
Dear C&VG,
Bug Byte takes a bigger
beating! I also have Kung
Fu! by Bug Byte and, in
reply to Ian Hudson's
letter in the June issue of
C&VG. I have beaten this

Hack Belt level E

with o r 500 p
a it! No

Dear C&VG,
I have had my C64 for a
year now and I am very
pleased with it. I think I

am now a good judge of
software as I have also
had a Vic 20 and a 48k
Spectrum.
When I first got my C64,

US Gold had only just

The first of these games
were fleaeh-Head.
Forbidden Forest and
Aztec Challenge. Even
now. a year later, I still

than most English software
produced today. Even so,

there was quite a lot of
good English software
around, like Revenge of
the Mutant Camels and
Hunchback. Since then,
the shops

"

Do not think that I am

always buys British — I am
not. All I am saying is that

English software
companies are not pulling

their weight
SiepJten Sotihai.

Middlesex.

THE DRAGON'S

LAST FAREWELL
Dear C&VG.
As a faithful reader of

C&VG. I am proud to

admit that 1 own
64 - one of the 1

must be the few because
not only does C&VG now

also your advertisers and
seemingly most of the

British computer industry.

My faith has been
shattered by wasting 95p
on a magazine that since

mentioned the Dragon's
funeral. I bid you all at

C&VG a farewell.

iraqon

will not buy it unless they

game. But no magazine —
including C&VG —
reviews software before it

The
n the shelf.

of this oryi
try to reviei

before it enters the shops.
Everybody is prepared to

buy an excellent game if

they have read a review.
Smart Sudworth,
Lancashire.
Editor's reply: Are you

houses!

ELECTRONIC

TOP TEN
Dear C&VG,
In my opinion, having
music in a game is the

: computer. Music helps
:e the edge off a game,
iven soothes the nerves!
ave chosen my Top Five
les from my games

collection — I have a 64.

They are:

1) Jfong Strikes Back
2) Ghosfijuslers (C64

3) Suicide Express
4) Spy vs Spy
5) Gyruss

games on the shelves of
many shops in Colchester,
but these are often let

down by having poor
music which sounds like a
two year-old playing a
mouth organ whilst

standing on his/her head

Dear C&VG.
Every time I walk into one
of the many shops that

stock your magazine, I am
always able to spot it as I

walk towards the rack.

Well, many other people
may be able to do the

'ell at least I like to think

am — I notice the quality
f front cover you always
ave. This makes your

The artwork involved

mpresses me no end! So
really must congratulate

ou on outstanding covers

S. Yorkshire.

Editor's Reply: Thanks
for the compliment, Mr
Glossop. We try hard to

come up with new and
interesting covers every
month.

EXPENSIVE

AMERICANS
Dear C&VG,
I am an American living

here in Europe. Your
magazine is pretty good

I cannot find software for

the Apple He, or

Commodore PTC 1 would

difficult for us to cover
the machines you mention

well above the price

range of the majority of



sick of scon?
SURELY NOT!
Dear C&VG,
How about giving us more
aboul computers for out
SSpV What I mean is we
buy the magazine to hear
about computers not
holidays (Oeafftcrap

Dungeon) or American
games (Photoii) or where
Jeff Minter goes on
holiday!!

I don't want to know
about The Last Starfighter,

Gremlins, Electric Dreams,
Conan the Destroyer or

Dune, even if some of

them have computer
games based on them!

Instead, why don't you

computer games and not

the films?

tell us how the special
effects of Tron and The
Last Slaughter were
created. That's great if you

mainframe.
By the way, I doubt if

you can do anything about
Doctor Who being taken

r. The money

iw and BETTER
programmes.
So I suggest that you

dedicate your pages —
and our money — to

computer-based items. For
example, why not some
Adventure extras, for the

less popular computers,
Vic-2C

"-

saved vi

your Adventure section?
He may be a good
Adventure writer (the

best?) but I get sick and
tired of hearing about him!
Why not give him a break
and let another Adventurer

Do you have to go t

copies of his games ti

the light of day
again, let alone be
printed!!

D Mitchell
Southampton
Editor's reply: Yon could

starting something
re with your jibe at D,

Who, Mr Mitchell! lost

pages. What
do the rest of you think
about the general interest

articles we've been
i C&VG? As for

:lsm of Scott

well, point
taken, but are you ready
to deal with the giant
Campbell arriving on

ith a blnnl

BUT YOU CAN

USE A JOYSTICK!
Dear C&VG.
1 feel I must complain
about your review of Star

Avenger for the Amstrad,
"n the May issue of C&VG.
Your reviewer said he
/as disappointed that the
controls were keyboard
only. Well I find it

who 1 presume gets free

be bothered to do his job

properly. This is the third

review of this game I have
seen and each time the

On loading, the title

screen appears and at the
bottom it says "PRESS
SPACE OR FIHE TO
START". If you press start

with the spacebar then
you have to use the keys.
If you press the joystick

fire button then you can
use the joystick. Also on

"USE JOYSTICK OH " the

key layout shown.
Allan Mayers

Gwent.
Editor's reply: Point
taken, Allan. But it would
help to have all the
information printed on the

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY C16!
Dear C&VG,

had letters from
frustrated micro owners
illing you that you are

forgetting about their

particular micro.
""

it it was Atom

nore recently BBC

not going to add to

won't say it's the best one

its first birthday. My mien
is the Commodore 16.

So please start giving

this poor little computer a

look in every now and

Shaun Berry
Midhurst
W. Sussex.
Editor's reply: We have
been reviewing CIS
games and featuring new
items about your
machine, Shaun. Five CI
games are reviewed this

WHAT ABOUT A US

SOFTWARE CHART?
Dear C&VG,
I just dropped a line to say
how much I enjoy reading
your magazine. I buy it

every month and it is ACE.
It stands out on the rack at

my local newsagents and
would be way in the lead
if I had to pick a favourite

magazine.
I think your artists are

brilliant, especially Jef

Riddle. Please could you
send me his autograph
and, if possible, some of
his originals?

Even though I have a

horrible Aquarius, I will

read about the current

e and hardw.

You ask for ideas about
hat to put in the US

column — well, how about
a US software chart and
computer selling chart?

Brian Donnelly
Bolton.

YET ANOTHER

CONVERT TO C&VG

stopped, so while
browsing through all the
newsagent's mags, I

flicked through it. I bought
it and after reading it 1 was
totally hooked.
Your Adventure comer

is the best I have ever
seen and also the biggest.

I think your support for

machines like the Atari,

MTX and TI could be

Maybe you could do an
article each month on the
very best software on
machines which aren't as

popular as Spectrum and
Commodore.
Barry UEah
London.
Editor's reply: Welcome
to C&VG, Barry. Glad you
like It. Watch ont for an
Atari special in August.

THE INCREDIBLE

SHRINKING MAG.
Dear C&VG.
In the November and
December issues of last

10 pages existed,

but j

Why is this?

Also what has happened
to the Top 30 charts?
Christopher Brooks

Editor's reply: The size of

your C&VG depends on
simple economics,
Christopher. The more



PEN PALS
Welcome to Computers Video Games' Pen
Pal Page.. This is the page that is designed
for you to get in touch with one another. If

you would like to get in touch with some-
one from this country, please write care of
C&VG (remember to mark your envelope
with the person's name). Any reader who
lives abroad should write directly to them
— you will find their address under each
letter.

low-computer buff whe
o has a C64 (I ]

types of programs -

educational.
Chris A Raudonis
IS Pelham Road

Dear Sir

I own an Atari 800XL and
disk drive. I have lots of
great games for my
computer. I would like to

have some pen pals from
anywhere. We could
exchange software, talk

also enjoy games like

Bruce Lee. Gnostbusters
: etc. I would like to make
contact with Spectrum
owners in England.

Lastly, you don't
necessarily have to like

the software 1 n
just want to talk and h
about new and old

VignirM HaraJdsson
Kirkjubiaw 27

Iceland

Dear Sir

I buy your magazine
frequently here in Egypt.
would like to swap listing

with another C64 owner.
Abdel Hadi Bukies

about my age who would
like to swap software.
Darryl Kilgallen
StarB

Dear Sir

I have an [ntellivision

game component and the
computer adaptor. The
Inte Division is very good

find any games, listings or
programs for the
computer. So, if there is

Inte Division computer,
please contact me through
Computer & Video Games
OJiver Hill

Dear Sir

I am a Commodore Vic-20
user in Nelson, New
Zealand and would like a
British pen pal who also
has a Vic 20, for

exchanging software and
computer knowledge. My

and arcade games. I am 15
and would like a male pen

muld o iriyk o shar.
playing tips for games
such as Ghostbusfers,
Summergames and Brm
lee. Hope to hear from
you soon.
Richard Allen
K belaud

surprisingly, I just can't
play them, except the
lords of Midnight trilogy. 1

POB.

is needed to pass througl
the skull in Mountains of
Kef! I am looking for a
computer pen pal from
any country, as long as
they can speak English.
Gary Smith
Scotland

1 own an Acom Electron
lad I would like to get in
:ouch with another Acom
jser. 1 am twelve years old
ind I like all different
:ypes of software. I would

large collection
interesting softw

.Andrew Trainer
21a Examinee So
Nelson
New Zealand

other Atari users and user
groups with the view to
exchanging news and
views etc. If there are Atari

ignored the Atari, »

course you don't.

Martin Smith
Dagenham

Solo Software have just

announced the formation
of the UK branch of the
international MZ-700
Owner' s Club.

Membership costs £18.00
per annum and hundreds
of people have joined in

it few

to join the club, write
telephone Solo Softw;

Unit 95 B, Blackpole
Trading Estate, Wore
WR3 8TJ — (090S) 583

COMPETITION
We've got three of the latest Ultimate
games for the C64, BBC and Amstrad to
give away to our growing band of
overseas readers. All you have to do to
win Knight Lore on the Amstrad or BBC,
or Entombed on the C64 is write and tell

us just why YOU should win one of the
three great games. Easy? Send your entry
to Computer and Video Games, Pen Pal
Competition, Priory Court, 30-32 Farring-
don Lane, London EC1R 3AU. Closing
date is September 16th. Don't forget to tell

us which game you want to win —Knight
Lore or Entombed.



GUTS.
STRENGTH. SPED.
THEWILLTOWIN.

You'llneed 'em all.

TounDEFmncE

\ (w-.-j-.-<i kV

The worlds na 1 cycle race deserves the worlds no. 1 sports

| software. Here it is. The fabulous Tour de France.

Strive to win as many of the 16 stages as you can to win the

3 most famous jersey in the world The yellow jersey

Just like our block-busting Decathlon, Tour de France gives |
you the chance to combine joystick skills with sheer physical strength

|
and mental tenacity to win through to become the outright winner, i

ACTIVISION
HOME COMPUTER SOFTWARE

AVAILABLE OM COMMODORE CG4 CASSETTE AND DISK. ACTIVISION UK LTD, 15 HARLEY HOUSE. MARVLEBONE ROAD,
LONDON NW1, TEL: 01 -935 1428 1K>.

, RANCHES OF. BOOTS,WH SMITH, JOHN MENZIES.CASKY'S,
SPECTRUM, RUMBELOWS, WOOLWORTH AND GOOD COMPUTER SOFTWARE STORES EVERYWHERE.



When you need fast computer repairs

eware of the Cowboys
LOW ATARI PRICES
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AMSTRAD
3" DISKS

Boxes of 10 CF2 3"

disks for the Amstrad

Only £38.95
+ P&P

Please add £1 P&P per box

Goods Despatched
Same Day

Trade Enquiries Welcome

Please send cheques/POs
to:

COMPUMART
71 GRACEDIEU ROAD
LOUGHBOROUGH
LEICESTERSHIRE

Tel: (0509) 262259

SUNARO

ELECTRON. C

l''

c£5i NiSSffttr*
1

WMdMMHMcM

K.Y7*f7I^H
IOFTWARE

0225 61676

l^;]&i!IU^H
HACKNELL COMPUTERS

Bracknell 0344 427317

rcsr^ftBS
DENSHAM COMPUTERS

Porkilone
Poole 0202 737493

ISQ^H^BS^BS^BS^Bl
STUART PERSONAL COMPUTERS

/ictoria Circus Shopping Centre
iouthend on Sea 0703 614131 CHROMASONIC COMPUTERS
1. RETNOLDS *B Junction Road

DEALERS: M you would

TORK COMPUTER CENTRE

4942 York 0904 641862 |

ervice. please call 01 251 6232 EXT 2461.



Battle your way to three enemy bases.
Do you have the courage, stamina
and skill to become a Game Lord?

£7.99
SPECTRUM 48K

i-rom

-X The mostpowerful games in the Universe!

Available from all good software shops. .



DON'T FORGET

US - PLEASE'
Dear C&VC.

95p.

Adventure Helpline. It is

nice to be replied to

personally when there

must be hundreds —
1,000s?- of screams for

help.

Ten out of ten to Keith
Campbell, even if he
wasn't able to help with

Tk Na Nog.
• Having just read your
GoJden Joystick awards
for this year. I think it

would be fascinating to

publish a retrospective

Imagine Software must bt

• Finally — a good moan

jecause it does. Last

nonth alone it happened
with Shadow/ire and
World Baseball — so STOP

AN ALTERNATIVE

OPINION
Dear C&VC,

Drone Drone. Howard
ip" Jones, Nik Gerbi!

le like. F.G.T.H.

they are not. Their rebel

They are as plastic and
packaged as all the other

' bands. They just

happened to be packaged
xtremely well
rongratulations, Paul

Morley).

3) I suspect that Michael is

young to have

truer of '76.

4) EC.T.H. are WCTthe
new Sex Pistols. They are

rock'n'roll swindle.

I Go to a good record

nop, Michael. Find the

"Alternative/Punk" (if

good record shop). Find a

12" single by Psychic TV
called Unclean. Buy ill

Play it! Smash your
Frankie records!

Marcus Groan,
Manchester.

NEGLECTING THE

ELECTRON'
Dear C&VC.

my cool any longer.
Although your magazine i;

excellent in most respects,

you have only reviewed

or three programs for th>

Acom Electron since it

was launched nearly twt

mind ;.-: million and ha
;en the third best selling

icro for several months.

Electron, TI-9!

CBM16 have been
permanently left out of

C&VC- they are all

>opular micros.

I am pleased to see MSX
nd Amstrad specials as

rell as one for the TI, so

Electron with no BBC Bs

Finally, since you're

bnd of mapping out

rrcade adventures, how
(bout one for the Electron

such as Sim by Viper
Software which contains

70 screens.

Mark Turner,

North Humberside.
r'B reply: We

haven't forgotten the

Electron, Mark — but it

ippeais the major

ioftwaie houses have.

IMPOSSIBLE?—

NOT QUITE

PIRATE SINKS

CBM GAMES

No n

repeat nothing, can
convey the horrors that 1,

a dedicated, hardened
video gamer, went
through in my attempts at

completing this

masterpiece of silicon joy.

But I, yes I, a gibbering

this mind bender and
achieved the impossible. I

am now returning to

normality because I have

heard the soothing female

Why only award nine
points for the graphics

stunning and realistic on
any computer?
Billy McLaughlin.

C&VG.

.blem which has
riddled me since the birth

of the 64 many moons ago.

Why are Spectrum
programs cheaper than

[or the 64? A piece
ware for the

urn costs around
but for the

Commodore 64 it costs

£7.95 — why' Don't tcM

length or programming

;,t:!l co'i

e 64 a

£7.9!

iece of software for

the Spectrum costs say
£5.95. A point I raised

before about magnetic
tape length. Take Beach
Head. There is less mag

it sells £2 cheaper than

the CBM.
The same goes for

conversion to the CBM.
The programming time

taken for jinn Jenie is

roughly the same as the

time taken for its

conversion to the CBM.
Most of my software is

pirated and on floppy disc

(even turbo loaded
software). I am not proud

computer giants put the

prices £3-£4 more than the

original for the Spectrum
then copying the software

works out cheaper. If the

companies dropped their

of say £5.95 then I would

m unmes. Priory Cnurl. 30-3Z Faningdon lane. L



T&VG HOTSHOT OF THE MONTH
This is

look HALL OF FAME. We'are'sffli holdttM
printing scores on your favourite games The «- but the REAL challenge is the C&VC Holshot
Hotshot of the Month title. runner-i
How do you get to be a C&VG handed

Hotshot? Simple. Just get a high scot
it nominated Hotshot Game of th

Vlbeg

your
form provided to Computer & Videi
Games, Hotshots, Priory Court, 30-32
Farringdon Lane, London EC1H 3AU

THIS MONTH'S HOTSHOT GAME OF
THE MONTH IS WAV OF THE
EXPLODING FIST - for the
Commodore 64.

Way of the Exploding Fist is an all

action simulation of the ancient martial
art of karate. The programming of the

game has been supervised throughout
its development by a top karate expert
which has helped to produce a realistic
game where every bone-crushing
move is completely accurate.

number one scorer from each game we
print each month gets a C&VC r-r:t
And DON'T forget to send a photo-
graph of yourself along with your Hall

. y.Weli
i C&VG Hall of Earner looks like!

C&VG HOTSHOT OF THE
MONTH CONTEST

'

r
C&VG HALL OF FAME

Address...

I Way of the Exploding Fist w

|
Name of game

I I scored.
.

I Machine.

f
T-shirt size (S. M. L) ..



r'w»m-/iedlly

U"l»uoor GoroHe/r
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N-E-X-T°M-ON-T-H -N-E-X-T
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Meet the Psi-Warriorin

our brand new cartoon
strip. Thrill to the
adventures of this
super-hero, starting
next month with two
pages of colour action.

i

f^m^
o d Jonah Harrington's Squash is

shooting up the charts. But how
would you like to get some personal
coaching from the former world
champion? That's the top p

"

Dance to the music
in next month's
C&VC. Music
software programs
for your computer
are growing in
popularity.

We look at the
various packages
available for your
computer. We also
investigate how
computers are
used in recording
studios.

Sfe*-~m&

PLUS/A special Way of
the Exploding Fist

Gossip, listings. Hall of

,N<-T-MON-T-H



A FULL CRICKET SIMULATION WITH
THE FOLLOWING FEATURES TO MAKE

IT A TRULY "FIRST CLASS GAME"
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